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CHAPTER'l
INTRODUCTION
! The technical material presented in this report describes the work
` under NASA Grant NSG-1603, Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA for the
period of March 16, 1181 - October 30, 1982.
	 Dr. Eugene D. denmap served
as principal investigator for the grant.
The work under this grant was to investigate numerical algorithms for
r	 'r
p	 j large- space structures with particular emphasis on decoupling VWthod'for
analysis and design.	 The iuvactigator and project participants have con-
sidered numerous aspects of the analysis of largo systems ranging from the
algebraic theory to lambda matrices to idet.Lification algorithmm.
	 Previous
reports have described some of the problems considered including the theory
of the decoupiing procedure:. 	 The material presented in this report is a 	 s !^^
general treatment of the algebraic theory of lambda matrices . and application 3
`
 1
of the theory to second-order lambda matrices, 	 Since the finite-element
analysis of the dynamics of a structure can be characterized by a second-
order matrix differential equation, the second-order lambda matrix is of
importance in analysis and design.
`t Although published literature on lambda matrices is adequate in some
aspects, there, are numerous gaps in the general theory and a serious lack
of computer software for analysis of large structures	 As an example, there
is no software package known to this investigator that computes the latent
roots and latent veutore with efficiency comparable to the software available
f for computing eigenvalues and eigenvectors of general matrices.
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computational approach for handling lambda matrices is to form a state-
variable matrix from the lambda matrix and then use the existing software
in computer libraries. Since the state-variable matrix is sparse, the exis-
ting software may not be efficient for such problems.
Chapter 2 of this report gives the general theory of lambda matrices.
This work was carried out to acquire a better understanding of lambda matrices
as well as fill in some of the gape in the theory. The relationships between
aigsnvalues, latent roots, eigenvectors, latent vectors, eigenprojectors and
latent projectors are presented in this chapter. The decoupling algorithm is
based on Riccati matrices and projectors so this chapter plays an important
role in the work that follows. The theory of lambda matrices, presented in the
chapter should also help in developing better software, as well as reference
material for other researchers.
A lambda matrix of the general form A(a)-A01n+Alan-l+	 .+An is said
to be regular if det(A0)00. Chapter 2 is restricted to the regular lambda
matrix as the dynamic of a structure can generally be defined in the regular
form. Lambda matrices which are not regular have been considered in Chapter
3. This type of lambda matrix will sometimes result from the analysis of
the dynamics of a system. A fi:,!h order lambda matrix which is not regular
Was encountered in some related work on the space shuttle. The theory in
Chapter 3 complements the development in Chapter 2 and the two chapters
cover the general theory of lambda matrice regardless of regularity.
The material in Chapter 4 of the report is not directly related to the
large-space structure problem, but is given for completeness as well as for
the researcherworking with low-order as well as low dimensioned system. The
procedure for computing latent projectors or matrix residues given in that
chapter would not be preferred to the eigenvector method given in Chapter 2
and 3 unless the worker has the inverse lambda matrix, (A(a)]-l.
i
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The finite-element model that this investigator has considered is 'char-
acterized by a second-order lambda matrix. 	 Chapter 5 presents some theorems
on second-order lambda matrices and details on the sigenprojectors and latent
projectors of such lambda matrices.	 The material presented in the chapter
can be used as a basis for computing the damping matrix rk1though #n in-depth
investigation reveals that the computational burden for this method of cos-
puling the damping matrix will be high.	 Work will .continue on determining the
damping matrix by use of the mathematics of this chapter.
The final chapter of the report describes a decoupled optima: control
algorithm the appears to be reasonably efficient for large apace structures.
The method discussed a decoupling procedure which can be used with optimal
j control theory to damp selected modes in a structure _ 	 A general software	 ^	 a
package for determining feedback control for a structure could be developed
x	
A
from the theory.	 Investigations made to date do not indicate a limitation on
the procedure other than the normal oneo encountered in large systems. 	 The	 ff
E mode spill-over problem is eliminated by the method.
The material presented in this report required the effort of several
t
individuals.	 The contributions made by Dr. Graham Goodwin, Jesus Leyva-Ramos
^	
tr
and G.I. Jeon have been essential to the investigations and the material pre-
i seabed in this report.
	
Dr. Graham. Goodwin was on leave from the University
' of Newcastle, New South Wales, Australia and was a Visiting Professor for the
six month period January-June 1982 at the University of Houston. 	 The contri-
bution to Chapter 3 is hereby acknowledged as well as the time given to research
personnel for discussion of various problems.
The Principal Investigator is grateful to NASA Langley Research Center
for the support during the grant period as well as th o, encouragement and
suggestions of Dr. Garnett Horner, technical monitor of the grant.
CHAPTER 2
THE ALGEBRAIC THEORY OF LATENT VECTORS AND PROJECTORS IN LAMBDA MATRICES
k
Multivariable systems and controls are often formulated in terms cf n-th
order matrix differential equations which Rive rise to lambda matrices of the
form A(X)	 A  a n+, I  n-1+.,.,,.+An. This chapter describes the algebraic
theory of latent roots f
 latent vectors, and latant projectors and gives the
relationships to eigenvalues, eigenvectors and a genprojectors of the com-
panion form matrix. The theory presented in the chapter is general in that
distinct as well as repeated eigenvalues or latent roots are treated. The
work is limited to regular lambda matrices, dot (A o) t 0
The chapter consists of three sections. Section 1 is introductory in
scope and presents the mathematical forms of lambda matrices, and companion
matrices as well as the connection between eiBenprojectors and latent proctors.
Section 2 gives the algebraic theory of latent roots, eigenvalues, latent
vectors and eigenvectors. It is shown that the latent roots obtained from
the lambda matrices are equivalent to the eigenvalues are computed from the
companion matrix. This result is well known and. presents no new material..
The relationships that exists between the left and right eigenvectors and
the left and right latent vectors is than developed and it is shown that the
latent vectors are subvectors of the eigenvectors. The algebraic theory of
the eigenprojectors and the latent projectors is developed in Section 3.
it is shown that the latent projectors are submatrices of the eigenprojectors.
Section 3 is a general treatise on eigenpro;ectors and latent projectors where
distinct as well as repeated eigenvalues have been considered,.
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1	 IntroductionI
Multivariable systems such as a finite -elarnt moOlal of vibrating *true-
turd*, control system*, and largo erale systems can be formulated in toms
of second or higher order matrix dLIfersntial equations. 	 Although such #
systems can be reformulated in state -variable fomj it may be more efficient, ^1
from a numerical viewpoint, to analyze the system using the higher-order
differential equations.
To Mustrate, assuas that the dynamics of • system can be characterised
by the nonhomotensouo matrix differential equation
f
A0 a + Al 
d a-1 + ' ..	 ... + ; x	 f (t)	 (1, 1)
dt dt- ;
where AiEAUXm, x(t)ce and f(t)ce, from which it follows that A(d) given
1-
by
A(s)	 AOsn+Ali -1 + .	 ... + An	 (1.2)
P
will result when the Laplace transform is taken of (1.1).
	
If *	 A then
p
3	 .
(1.2) becomes a lambda matrix (or matrix polynomial). 	 If AO 	I, than
(1.1) can be defined in state-variable form and the companion matrix A c .'
can be written as
0	 i	 0	 ...	 D
0	 0	 I	 .,.	 0
J
—	 —
- a
	
- a-1	 An-.2 
	
Al
^
which has sigenvalues 
Xi 
and sigenvoctors Yci .	 Ac will be a rsXm Mtris
with meigsnvalues and =eigenvecto's.
When the partial fraction sxpansic 	 of [A(A)]-1 is token the following
general form is obtained
r	 mi^gi	 P
where r is the number of distinct latent roots given by dot A (X) 	 0, 
a  
is g
the multiplicity of a root and q i is equal to the nullity of A(Xi) for the j
latent root XV 	The matrices Pi RE	 will be called latent projectors
,
(or matrix residues, 	 (11). s^
Similarly, the ccmpanion form A(N)is Riven by [ IX-Acl which has eigen-
c
values li given by det[Ac (A)]	 0.	 The partial fraction expansion of A7. 1
 M
can be written as
r	 r	 2  qi 	 P 
i iR+l
•[Ac m a
-1 -	 I
e
E
i-i	 R-0	 (%-Xi)
with Pe&nxmn denoted as oigenprojectors or matrix residues [2].
The purpose of this chapter is to formulate the algebraic theory of lambda
matrices and the relationship of latent roots, latent vectors and latent
projectors to the eigsnvalues, eigenvectors and eigenprojectors of the cost
panion form.	 The chain rule for latent projectors and eigenprojectors for
the _repeated latent root or eigenvaluse will be given.
This work follows the lines of the earlier Work of Lancaster [3],
Lancaster and Webber [4], and that of Dennis, Traub and Weber (5] on lambdi.
matrices and matrix polynomials.	 The reader should refer to Zadeh and Desoer,
F
i
{{
s
7V
[11 *cad Cullen [6] for material on eatrlx residues and proj ectors as well
as to the paper by Denman and Layyo-Ramos (2) for some material on sigen-	
'% ]
projectors. It is assumed that the reador is familiar with the fundamental*
of linear algebra. An excellent source of general material on linear algebra
is Gantmacher, ( 7]. Lambda matrices are discussed by Lancaster in 131, (4)
	
I
and [8].
2. Lambda Matrices and Companion Forms
A system of differential equations representing a physical model mar
be given by
AO 
dtd(n(x(
t )  + Al 
dt
d(^nX (t) +
 ... + Asx(t) " f(t)	 (2.1)
with initiol conditions x(0),x(0),... ,x(0)ERm Where Aid", x(t)ce and
f(t)ER!. ';the existence and uniqueness of the solution to (2.1) is assumed.
A It is further assumed that (2.1) is Laplace transformable with the Laplace
G	 transform taking the ganbrral form
n	 n,.	 _
[AQs +Ala +...+Anax(s) - 'g(s)
	
(2 .2)
where 8(s) contains the initial condition information as well as the Laplace
transform of f(t).
If s - A in (2.2), then the resulting equation can be considered as a
lambda matrix equation. The left hand bracketed term in (2.2) is of inter-
eat is the zemaining parts of this paper. The equation in brackets, A(X)
or A(s), is frequently called a:matrix polynomial although Lancaster (31
	
i
and Dennis, Traub, and Webber (5] defined A(A) as a lambda matrix. This
ttk	 i
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paper will adhere to the terminology of Lancaster , at * aL., and refer to a(h)
as a lambda matrix.
	2.1 Definition. Givan a eat of constant matrices tees 0 and a scalar A	
4
such taaft AeC, then a lambda matrix will be defined as A(A) - AoAn+AIA° l+
+Aa. This matrix will be called regular when dot A0 0 0. For A0 246
singular, then Ao tan be factored out of A(A) such that
A(A) p AO(Ixl+AlXn-1+. ,-0;^ A) A. A(1)	 (2.3)
2.2 Definition. Let A(A) be as defined in (2.3) and let AiG' be a latent
root of A(A) whale a latent root A i is a root of dot A(A) - 0.
if A(a) is regular, that. there will be an latent roots of A(A) which
are equal is the sigsnvalues of Ac.
2.3 Theorem. bet A(A) be as defined in (2.1) and let the determinant of
7C(A) be given by the general fors
dot A(A) - C0XM+,1AM-1+...+Can • 0	 (2.4)
Ths, lambda matrix will have at most tat-nullity l. latent roots.
Proof. Let A (A) be represented by
allO a12(A) ... a^ (A)
021(A)	 a22 (A)	 ..	 a2a(A)
TM	 , ..
a^(A) ,, am2 (A)	 • ••	 aas^^)
(2.S)	 }
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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whore each aij U) is a scalar polynomial of at most order n, i.e.
a (^)
	
a xnfa xn-1*... ...ta	 (2,6)ij	 ija	 ij^  
where aijk are the coefficients of the scalar polynomial with aijk . Ak(i,j).
The determinant of (2.S) has been defined by Franklin 191 as
I
k ^'
x
dot I(X) n 	 7,	 $(j ,j ...j ) a	 (A)s	 (i)...a	 (X).
r(j 19J2 • • 04)
1 2	 • ljl 	2j Z 	err.
(2.7)
The summation extends over nl permutations j 1 ,j 2
0
 ju 
of 1,2,,.a with
•(jl,j2...ja), .. sign	 9	 (1 _j p)	 (2.8)
1<J?C tp
The coefficient Co is obtained from the leading coefficient of dot A(l) as
given in (2 . 7) which will be
CO	 s(j)alj 10 a2j20 ". asij.Q - dot 10
If dot A0 * 0 then A(X) will have at most mn-1 latent roots. The coefficient
C1 will be given as a linear combination of the determinants of all the sub-
matrices (mrl)x(m-1) of I10 , C2 will be given as a linear combination of the
determinants of all submatrices (w2)x(m-2) of 14 and so on until Ao is the
sore matrix.
v	 i
2.3.1 Corollary. There will be at least nullity A. latent roots at the
r	 origin, i.e. X - 0. In the particular case when dot A 	 0, there is atn
least one latent root 'at A 0.
.
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!.
The proof of this corollary follows directly from (2.7) when the co-
efficient CM in the summation is considered.
2.4 Definition. Let A(X) be defined as In (2.3) with matrix coefficients
AkCes and Intent roots 4 of multiplicity tai_. `rho number of privAry sight
or left latent vectors will be q i - nullity A(ai). The right latent vectors
will be denoted by y (j) and the left by s(j) where y (j) and s (j) satisfyi	 i
the relations
MA )y(J) ' Omxl	 j ' 1,2^..., gi	 (2.10)
AT(,Ni)sij)m 0 1	 j	 1,2,....gi	 (2.11)
with yii) eCmxl and x W ee".
The primary right latent vector yid) is a subvector of the linear* in-
dependent right sisenveetor y(j) of the companion matrix of (1.3) with
yi'))
^ ytj>
i1
yci)	 A2y(j)	 (2.12)
XU-1 (j)
i yi
where y(j) satisfies the usual algebraic equation (Ac X1I)yc) 0mnx1.
* Such eiSsnvectors will be referred to as primary sigenvsctors in the rest
of this paper;
a^
m
i
k
. (e
	 y11
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It follows that the primary right eigenvoctor(i ) is a function of yj)
and lei. The primary left sigenvoctor aci ) satisfies a similar form ss
yO with
(J^i 1 I+ATA 2+ a +An_l) zij )
-(Xi 2I+Ai? 34. .. +An-2) j)
z
(j)	 w
c
(71iI+A1) z (j )
zi^)
(2.13)
i
where zij) is a primary latent vector„
The two forms of y ci) and z^i ) given in (2.12) and (2.13) hold when
qi > j and the maximum number of primary right or left latent vectors will
s
be a. If mi > qi than mi qi generalized latent vectors must be constructed
to completely dafine the lambda matrix from its latent roots and vectors.
The m qi generalized latent vectors satisfy a chsin rule as given in
Lancaster, [4).
2.5 Theorem. Let a(A) be defined as in (2.3), a set of right latent
	
7	 (h )
vectors yil) , yi2) , ..., yi	 cc l form a right Jordan chain associated
with the latent root a i and the jth primary latent vector. The chain rule
	
`	 is given by
dA(a)	 d2A(7^) (1-2)
	A(l)Y+	 i y R-1) + 2!
	
21 y
	 + ...
A
d(Y.-1)A(71
+ 
1	 i 
y^)	 0	 1Z ^ 1,2,...,h
	
(1-1) 1	 dl(i_1)	 i	 mxl	 j	 (2.14)
,a
1
4 {
i
gE	
i 	 S
f	
^	 $
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r
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i
`there )►i1) is the jth primary right latent vector and h is the length of the
Jordan chain. The vectors y (k) for 1 < k -4 h^ are the generalised right latent
vectors of the jth primary latent vector.
Proof. The proof of this theorem is obtained frm consideration of the chain
rule for generalized sigenvectors. The chain rule is
(Ac Ai1)yO	 yc )
(Ab-X 1)y(3)	 Yci)
(2.15)
(A 
"-X1)ycii)	 Y(h -1)
being y(l) the jth primary eigenvector and y ii) for 1 < k < h^ its generalized
eigenvectors associated with the eigenvalue A i of Ac . When (2.15) is expan-
dad the chain rule is obtained _where yik) is formed from the first. m rows
(k)
of yci
The generalized right latent vectors y(1) &;nd y (2) will be obtained from
(2)
	
dA(X1) (1)
A(A i )yi + ^^-- i	 Omxl
A	 (3) + dA(A1) (2) +' 	 i) (l)( i)yi	 dA	 yi	 21 dA2 Yi	 axl
or (2.14) in general.
4(k)
yci
y (k)
i
y (k)+y (k-- 1)
ii	 i
^2y (k)+2^
 
y (k-1) }y (k-2)
ii	 ii
n-1
	 (a-1)1n-3-1y(k-J)
jM0	 j i	 i
(2.16)
13
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The chain rule can also be utilised to modify (3.12) for the relation
between the generalized sigenvactors and the generalised latent vectors with
y
L I k- JtlI J
E
n	 2.6 Theorem. Last A(X) be defined as in (2.3), a sat of left latent vectors
(1) (2)
	 (h) mAXi , si	 ,...^ zi'^ ec	 form a left Jordan chain associated With the
latent root A i and the Jth primary latent vector. The chain rule is given by
dAT (J1)	 d2AT (^AT a ): (1) + .^.	 , x (R-1) + 1 _..^._ : (R-2>t . .i i	 ax	 1	 21 d12	 i
E
	
	 (9-1)1	
dx (R-1)	
s	
omkl
	
i	 1 0 2 9 9..,hj	(2.17)
l8
where z (l) is the ,)th primary left latent vector and h j is the length of the
Jordan chain. The vectors x (k) for 1 < k < hj are the generalised ,left
4
latent vectors of the Jth primary latent vector.
^	
u
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Proof. The proof of this theorem follows directly from the generalized
left sigenvectors z (k) of the compan$1,on form, the generalized left latent
ci
vector zik) will be formed from the last s rows of z ci)'
The generalized left aiganvecfor z 
ci(k) can also be defined from the
latent vectors z (k) of NIP the latent roots Xf and the lambda matrix AM.
Utilizing (2.13) and the chain rule for x( k) , it follows that the left.cl
generalized aigenvactors satisfy the relation
J
n-1 T n-2
	 T	 (k)	 n 2	 T n-3	 T	 (k-1)(	 r+ 71 +...+R )z +((n- i)^i	 I+(n-2)A A - +...+A )z	 +...Al i	 a-1 1	 1 i	 n-2 1
	
r	 ,
.	 4
(k)	 2 T	 T (k)	 T (k-1) (k-2)zci	 (ail+Al7^i+n`) zl +(2A1I+A1) zi	 +zi	 s
(ail+Ai)Z(k)+z(t-1)
z (k)
(2.18}
The latent vector zik) is defined only for 1 < k < hj
The number-of primary latent vectors associated with the latent root
ai is q  and each of these latent vectors could have a chain. of generalized
latent vectors. The structure of a Jordan block 'Jie6mixmi could be given by	 -
r
i
3
3.
.	
U
rJ 0i
J1i
M
;
hl
' 1 ^
1i
71i•
hqi
1 •'. 1
t
(2.19)
qi
such t".at	 E	
h 
	 w mi, and every Jordan chain has a very well defined number
1.
=1
of generali:ad latcht vectors. 	 The value of hi is such that the chain rules
for (h
1
+1) as given in (2.14) and (2. 17) are not satisfied, 1
l	 An example will now be considered to illustrate the computational pro-
c6dures.	 Let A(A) be defined as
r^
1	 0
^2 +
-4.0	 2.0 [3.0	 -1.0
A(a) X + (2.20)
0	 1	 -0.2	 -3.0	 0.2	 2.6
which has latent roots Al 	 1 with multiplicity ml	1 and A2	2 with nul-
tiplicity m2	3.	 The right latent vectors are
s
Y -	 [y(11) y(1) y (2) y(3)]n
1	 3	 -1	 -2 +.
0	 1	 -1 -1
and transposed left latent vectors.
Z . {z (1) z(3) z (2) z(1)].
3	
-2	 -1	 -1
1	 2	 2	 2
-5	 5	 0	 5
The right eigenvectors- can be constructed from (2.12) and (2.16) withWR be-
ing the right eigenvector matrix
r
'
J	 ^
f k )
*ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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(1)	 (1)	 (2)	 (3)
r2	 y2	 r2Y1
WR ' llyll)
	X	 (1)	 y (l)+X 	(2)	 y (2)tX 	 (3)
1	 3	 -1	 -2
0	 1	 -1	 -1
Cy(l)	 (1) rc2) 	yc3)
1	 6	 1	 -5
LO
	
2	 -1	 -3
The trvaspoeed left ei8envcctors can be constructed from (2.13) and (2.18) 3
v1^h L being. the left eigenvector matrix 1
(IXl+A )sil)	a(2)+(IX2+AT)s23)	2(;)+(I12+Ai)Z(2) 	 (IX +A1)szl)
-	
2
WL ' (1)
	 (3)	 (2)	 (1)
4 zl	 z2	 z2	 :2
= 8	 2	 1	 1 ;
16	 -9	 3	
-7 (1)	 (3)
	
(2)	 a (1) )
Is
	 s	 s
cl	 c2	 c2	 c23	 -2	 -1	 -1 e
5	 5	 0	 5
3
J
It should be noted that the left eigenvectors and latent vectors are s
reversed in order with respect to the right eigenvectors and latent vectors.
The reason for this reverse ordering will be discussed later.
The companion matrix Ac can be generated from the right eigenvector
matrix WR or the left eigenvector matrix WL
Ac	 WR J WR O WLT J WL	 (2.21)
where
r
r
^f
77
6=
f
ORIGINAL PAGE IS	
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0	 0	 0
J 0	 2	 1	 0
` 0	 0	 2	 1
0	 0	 0	 2
' In the next section it will be assumed for simplicity that the (qi-1),
primary latent vectors do not have any generalized latent vectors and the 	 r
qith latent vector has (mi-qi) generalised latent vectors although a more
general treatment will require the structure of Ji as given in (,2.19).
-:
3.	 Eigenprojectors and Latent Projectors
It was shown in the previous section that the latent vectors of a
j
regular lambda matrix with leading coe fficient A0 . I are given au subvec-
tors of the eigenvectors of the companion matrix A c constructed from A(A).
The structures of Ac and A(A) as given in (1.3) and (2.3) respectively will
be assumed in this section.
	 The computation of sigenprojectors and latent
C ' g
projections from the eigenvectors and the latent vectorswill be given in
this section and their relationship to partial fraction expansions of
[ACMI-1 as well as [AMI-1 will be given.	 The chain rule for the latent
projectors will be derived and an example will be presented.
Zadsh and Desoer [1] have given the general partial fraction expansion
of (XI-Ac)-1
 as
r	 a _q	 P
[Ac (a)l -1	(aI-Ac)-1 •	 F	 i	 i	 i.Ri (3.1)+1i-1	 1-0
'.	 where Pi, RECanxmn mi is the multiplicity of the eigenvalue Xi and qi is the
	 x
i
number of primary eigenvectors. The Pi R matrices will be called the eigen-r- -
_	 projectors since they can be constructed from tLe eigenvectors of A c, The
eigenprojectors are also the matrix residues which can be computed from the
i
A
r
r)
t
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usual formula
Zia	 (k)	 m -q +l
P .^i qi-k	 l	 (kl d77 (A- :L)i	 i	 [Ac ^a),^ ^"}	 (3.2)i
f
k	 0,1#...,m37gi
r	 the	 roe	 selection	 f	 e right	 d loft ei e	 cor f om
	
	
p oper • 1	 o	 th	 	 an	 	 g nve ort• as will to
seen later.
The sigenprojectors (or matrix residues) satisfy the properties of the
resolution of the identity and spectral decomposition
`
ff	 s I.	 F	 Pi 0	 Ianxvn
i.l
t
f
11.	 Pi'O P:i ' O	 pi'0
M.	 Pi p P^^^ ^ 0	 1 f ^
u
IV.	 Pig A.+1	 Pi R (Ac XiI)	 Z P 0,1.2.... ,m	 qi-2
V.	 Pi,mi-gi(Ac-l1I)	OMXm
f
r	 r
+	
VI.
	 Ac	 XiP 
'
0 +	 E	 Pi 1	 C3.3)
4
i^,l  
Property VI describes the spectral decomposition of A eR
	
and the set
.( c
4
i
of eigeavalues Xi is called the spectrum of Ac .	 An additional property can
be added for defining functions of a matrix Which is obtained directly from
VI with
r	 r	 m -q	 (R)
VII.	 f (A)
	
P	 f (a) +, F
	
iF i	 P	 1 d	 f (k)	 (3.4)c	 1.0	 1	 i•R R! a
	 7	 ii^l	 i t	 Z-1
1
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1`
f	 "
`t
f
t
k:
E	 ti
Properties I-V and Vlx are gives i. Zadoh and Dosoer Ill.
3.1 'Definition. Lot 1Wa0 Wec
maxon be formed from the set of normalized
;I
right and lef t oigenvectors, y(J ) and a (D ECERx I respectively with WAWL L.
Let Xci i and Zci i be the rectangular matrices (or vectors when mi 13
for A  with
mnxm1
ci 	
y(2) (qi 
l)	 (qi)	 (mi)
ci
	 ci	 ... yci	 rci	 ,..	 rci	 I	 (3.S) 
where it is assumed that the first givectors in (3.5) are the primary eigen-
vectors and the lasts<-qi 
are generalised aigenvectors associated to Ai.
Similarly, assume that
mnxU
Z ^	
(1)	 (2) (qi-1)	 (mi)	 (qi)
ci (s	 :	 ...ci	 ci s	 s	 ...	 s	 ^	 (3.6)ci	 ci	 ci
n
where 
zci)'zci)' "' , zcii in (3.6) am primary sigenvectors and the vectors
+l) 0 ..., zciiz (qi the generalised eigenvectors for AV
	The ordering of the
ci
left sigenvectors in (3.6) must be as shown because the ones in the Jordan
blocks for A i are located on the subd agonal of J 
	 due to the transpose
f`
operation in Ac.
The matrices WR and WL are the right and left eigenvector matrices (or
modal matrices) with,
Ac - W
R J WR1 ` WR J WL 	 (3.,7)
where 'WR
 - WL When the a genvectors have been properly normalised. It fol
T"	 lows from (3.7) that
l
i
4i
: ?
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(ax-ACS • WRW-J)W
	
WR(ar-J)WT	 (3.8)
thus (XI-Ac )-1 is wR (XI-J) 3'WA1 Sae the appendix for the "tructura of J.
c
3.2 Theorem. Lot P iWoCeSIX= he a primary eigenprojector of (3.2) for a
distinct, nonrepeated eigonvalus X i of Ac . The primary eigeaprojectors are
given by
pi ' 0 a Yili ` 
yci sci)T	
(3.9)
where yci) and sci) are normalised right and loft siLenvectors respectively
Of Ac.
Proof. Let (AI-A -1 be an given in (3.$) with Pi ' , definad as in 3.7
than
Pi'0 c. X+X (X-^Xi) (XT-Ac)-1 - a	 (X-^i 	)WR (71I-J)	 L	 _	 9
Y Z  - (1) z (X)T 	4
i i yci ci
as all diagonal *laments of (71-X i) (XI-J)-1 will be taro in the limit except
for the ith diagonal element which will be one.
3„3 Theorem.
	 at P sCmnxan be the p rimary si ea ro actor of 3 . 2 Fixi'0	 Pr ry	 P j	 ( ) for
a repeated eigenvalue of Ac with qi - mi . The primary aigenprojectors for
the repoatad eigenvalues are given by
x	 3
d
P	 Y ZT - mci (j) Z(J)Ti 3 O	 i i 
J-1 
yci ci
ORIGINAL- PACE
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where yci) and s(J) are the normalized sigenvectors for AV
Proof.of. The proof follows from (34). The diagonal elements of
(x-Y (XI-J) -1
 will have ones only on the diagonals of the Jordan block
associated with X  in the limit and zero elsewhere. This means that each
right sigenvector pairs off with a left eigenvector giving (3.10),
3.3.1 Corollary. Given that yci) and zci) are not norniallsodo then the
primary eipaprojectors are given by
T^(j)^(j)
P Q
i yci xci	
ii
	 yci zci	
_	
(3.11)
Jul =(j) ^(j) JWl ^j.j
ci yci	 i
where 
nJOj ` zci)Tyci)'
Proof. Assume that the neraalized right and left eigenvectors are scaled
by aj and 01
 respectively. The numerator of (3.11) then becomes
j	 Whereas the inner product in the denominator terms are
E	 11j.j	 20)T-(j)' . a 8 a(j)T7(j) a
f	 ci ci	 j j ci ci	 j j
i
(j) (j)since Z J)
 
y(i ^ 1. The product Yj in the numerator and den ominator then
T
cancel giving (3.10). It is important to notice that A)
	
	 because
cit
the primary eiganprojectors satisfy Property II in (3.3).
1
3.4 Theorem. When the sigenvalus k i
 is repeated with multiplicity ai and .,,	 x
I 	 i
V	
y
Y
` Y
:t
	
,
x ^
t
AA	 3
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qi <si than Ac will have g i primary sigenvectors and m -qi gonsrali:ed
sigenvsctors. The primary sigenprojector for Xi is given by
q -1
l	
(j) (j )"	 F	 (j) (mi-,j+gi)T (3.1t)
3 1i,Q ^	 yci yc	 + j`qi
 Yci xci
.
	-
whore the first summation is over the set of q1.1 normalized primary eigan-
vector• and the second summation is over the qth primary sigonvector and
the sot of (m,-g.) normalised generalized siLenvoctors.
Proof. An before, (XI-Ac)-1 can be written as in (3.8) with J. Utilising
the material as given in Appendix At the primary eigenprojector i•
(aim qi)	 m -
pi,A ^ ^*711 WR( ^ (vilq,? d() (A-)\i) 
i 4i 
(>►I-J)
-1}WL 	 (3.13)
A
which after differentiating (m gi)times and taking the limit gives
i
22
i
i
p i,o `^ Yciz'ci	 (3.14)
and substituting for Yci and Zci as defined in (3.5) and (3.6) gives (3.12).
3.4.1 Corollary. Let y^i) and z (i) be unnarmallzsd right and left eigen-
vectors for the sige'nvalue X  which has multiplicity a  and q  < a,$ The
primary eiganprojector for Ai is given by
qi-1 
-( j )Z( j)T 	 w	 ^(j)- (m j+qi)
ai ci	 i yci.aci
FitO j l z (j)Tyci) + j qi A(mi j+qi) y(j)
ci	 ci	 ci
qi-1 y(j )z(j)T	 m	 ^(j )A(°i- 'j'+'qi) 
T
F	
ci„Si^	 ^i Yci ci	 (3.15)
j•1	 ni ► j	 j-qi	 i7J+qi oJi
Er
9`s
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where nj ,k . s (j)T y(k).i	 ci	 at
Proof,  Thy► proof of this corollary follows from the proof In Corollary 3.3.1,
3.4.2 Corollary. The normalisation coefficients n jok for the summation
over the gth primary sigenvector and the generalised eiganvectors is given
by
ni.qi	 mi l,gi+i	 gitmi
ni	 ni	 . ,	 t1i
Proof', The proof of this corollary follow immediately from the definition
of generalized right eigenvactors as given is (2.18) and from the general ss
ised left egenvactorsas hollows
(3.16)
(A l Ts
(gi+l) z(qi)
c 11) ci	 ci
T (qi+2)	 (qi+l)
(Ac lil) zci	 ' zci
(Ac Y)Tzci	 ci
and taking appropriate inner product the following result is obtained
T
nJ,k 0 z (J)Ty (k) . z(ai) (A-^1 I) mi gi(at)i	 ci ci
	
ci	 i	 y cis
for qi < j < at and qi < k < a. such that j+k a mi+gi ; then. (3.16) is proven,
3.5 Theorems Let y( j ) and z(i) be the right and left eigenvectors for
the sigenvalua X  of multiplicity a  and gi < a., then there will be m i qi
A(A(1)-1 • 1 °iyai	 Pi. e
i•1 &•0 (A-Xi))
Z+1
OMOINAL PAGE IS
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^I
generalised egenprojectors associated to Ai and given by
P	
y( j)s(n,-J+q1-'t)s
L o t • ^'^#	 ci ct
i
where i • 1,2...:p°17qi.
(3.17)
Proof. This theorem is proven by considering the structure of (1'1- JI)'1
as given in Appendix A, and by carrying out the algebraic operations of
(3.2)O
3.5.1 Corollarv. Given that the secondary egeaprojectors are to be con-
structed from the set of unnormalized ai genvectors, the required normalize-
dip qi
tion factor is ni , LOGO
-j+q 7'' )Tf
pi,
	 ^^ •.	
,.(^)z i	
,,..., -q
^	 R nmi,gi jWqi yci c	
R•1 2 	 °
i i 
(3018)
i
Proof. The normalization coefficients n i 'h are constants over the qth.
primary and generalized eigenvectors of X,,therefore,each vector product
in (3.17) will be normalized by the same constant.
The algebraic theory of sigenprojectors is useful in developing the
algebraic theory of latent projectors (or matrix residues) of r lambda
matrix. The partial fract$ ,on expansion of (A(X) ]-1 is	 <j I I'
I I
I I
Il
II
!I
where PioR is a latent projector. It is known that P i
 
}L can be computed in
the usual °aaaor with
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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_Rim	 (k)	 a q +1
pi iml-qi. k 1^Ai {k^ a--	 (A-Ai i i (AM I-1 )	 (3.20)
for k . 0.,1,2,...,mi qi"
The devalopment on eigenvectors, eiganprojector n and latent `rectors
will now be used to develop the algebraic theory of latent projectors as
defined in (3.19) and (3.20).
3.6 Theorem. The lambda matrix [AM1-1 will be given in the upper right
akm block of the inverse of A (A) as shownc
[A,(A)I 1	 (3.21)
k
provided that A(A) is regular and Ao 1.
Proof. The proof of this theorem follows directly from the inverse of
Ac (A) where
Al	 -1	 0	 .,.	 0
0	 xi	 -1	 ...	 0
A (A)
	
A a-1 An-2 	 AI+Al
e
f	 3.7_ Theorem. Let Pi3O denote a primary latent projector of A(A) for the
r	
latent root A i of multiplicity 
a  
and qi a • The primary latent projector
is given by F
ai
r
F,
f
i
}77 ,
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pi3O . Ti YiJ) Z J)T	 (3.22)
*1
T
where yij) and zij) are normalised right and left latent vectors respective-
a
ly of A(A)
	
.
Proof • The matrix Ac (X) can be defined by
i
1
[Ac ('^)] l - wR(a-J)"1 wL
t
f
i
and from the previous theorem
x
C	 Y
with Y - IY,Y ,...,Y ] and Z	 a1 2	 r	 IZ1,ZZ, •••,Zr]. The latent vectors in Yi
and Z  are in sequential order since there are no generalized latent vectors.
Using the definition of an al enprojector from (3.20) and
'1	 -1 T[A(^1) l	 ^ Y[71I-J] Z
gives the desired results when the individual vectors of Y and Z  are con-
sidered.
3.7.1 Corollary. The lambda matrix [A(X)]- 1
 as defined in (2.3) is given
by
[A(X)I-
	
Y[XI-JJ 1ZT
	(3.23)
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where Yecmxm" and Ze6v are the matrices of right and left latent vectors
reopectively. Equation (3.23) will be designated as the canonical form for
f ^,	 l
f	 the inverse of a lambda matrix 131.
t
Proof. The results stated in this corollary were obtained is the previous
x	 i 	 7
k	 theorem.
1	 a
3.8 Theorem. The primary latent pro jectors .P	 of A(A) for the latent
root X
i
 of multiplicity mi and qi < mi are given by
ti
r
p+	 ^	 q -1	 T	
m	 (m j+9 )T
P 1 Yi 
) z(j) 
+ F Yi )
zi i	 i	 (3.24)
^ T
	j 	 qi
Where y (j ) and x (j) are the normalized right and left latent vectors re-
spectively
c
Proof. The proof of this follows from a detailed analysis of [A(l) j-1 as
defined in Corollary 3.7.1.
3.9 Theorem. Let P i,CeC	 be a primary eigenprojector associated with
 an eigenvalue 
Xi 
of multiplicity mi with qi - mi. The mxm block matrices
in the last m-columns of Pi Dare given by (ai) jii3O for j 0 0,1,2,...,n-1
{	 where Pi^ C is a primary latent projector. i
Proof. When the inverse of Ac m is taken the m last columns will be given
as follows
1
F	
.	 [AM ]-1
l [A(7 I-	 a
t (AC(A) ]
-1	
X2 [Aw1 1	 (3.25)
lb,
an-l^A(^))-1
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but the eigenprojector P itofor qi • mi is defined as
Pi^O 410 ((a-Ai) hc (X)1-1)	 (3.26)
i
then applying the last equation into (3.25) gives
Pi'0
^
^iPi'0
Pi 0 *	 .	 (3.27)
n- ^
ai-lEi'O
which proves the theorem.
3.10 Theorem. Let Pi ' 0 eCm'
xm  be an eigenprojector for X i
 of multiplicity
% with qi
 primary eigenvaetors and mi qi
 generalized eigenvectors. The
mxm block matrices in the last m columns of Pi' 0 are given by
^
Pi'O
^	 ^
xiPi'0+Pi'l
2^	 ^	 ^Pi'0 .	 N?,,0+2liPi,l+Pi,2
.	 .
n-	 n-1 n-2^ 	n-1 n-3^
^i ^i 3 O+( 1 )J^ i Pi'l+ ( 2 ) a1 Pi,2+. .
(3.28)
Proof. This theorem is proven by considering the sigenprojector Pi' 0
 de-
fined as
lt
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a
(°i qi)	 s -q +lJtim	 {	 1	 d	 (71-h)	 i	 IA (X)1--')	 (3.29)P1,0
♦Xi 	 (mi	
!	
mi qi)	
i	 o
kl
qi
dX
when this property is opplied to (3.25), then the of block Astrices in the
last columns of P:L owill have the structure as given in (3.28).
s
3.11	 Theorem.	 Let Pi^ RECmxm be the latent projectors associated to the
regular lambda matrix A(A) with A0	 I t the sat of latent projectors satis-
fies the following properties j
r
I.
	
Pi	 Omxm
JM1	
'0
r	 j	 j	 j-R^II.
	 (R)Xi	 Pi ^ l ' Omxu	 for j	 1,.. ,a-2	 R<si-gii-1 1-0
r	 n—1	
n-1	 n—k— ^III.	 F 	
lPiX I
mam	 A,<mi-qi	 (3.30)
i1710
a
l 
^ then all the generalized latent projectors are zero and theIf all qi	 mi	 	 P	 j
^ a
above properties simplify to
a IV.
	
XjP	 0	 j	 0,...,n-2
qqi
i i 3 O	 mxm
r
V.Xn lP 	 I	 (3,31)F
,	 ;
k i	 1,0	 mxm1,1
} Proof.	 Let Pi	 be the primary eigenprojectors of the companionOECmnxmn
r
form Ac as given in (3.28), when the resolution of the identity 	 E	 Pi'0	 Ii-1 s
s applied, the mxm block matrices in the last column satisfy the properties
given in (3.30).	 If all qi - mi then P i3O have a simplified structure as
given in (3.27) than properties In (3.-31) can be easily obtained.
Ek _
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Property I in (3 . 30) will be called the resolution of the zero matrix.
The, above properties have been derived when the lambda matrix has the iden-
tity as the leading matrix coefficient, but for a general regular lambda
matrix the above properties also hold where Properties III and V are modi-
fied having Ap t in their right hand side.
It has been assumed; in the theorens on latent projectors that the
latent vectors were normalized with normalization WRWL I. The above mar-
malization is based on complete knowledge of the eigenvactors which may not
be available. It is therefor* necessary to compute the normalization
factors from the latent vectors. Suppose that ni'k is as given earlier,
then for normalized eigenvectors
,,,I , 
k =zci)Tyci).
	
(3.32)
i.
This normalization factor must be applied to each unnormalis*d latent vector
in the latent projector calculction.
The primary eigenvectors of Ac are given in (2.12) and (2,13) therefore,
the normalization factor, is
	 t
i
1
.s
I
1
1a?	 p
R
4
n jbj
	
. ..z )T [aii+AlX&2j ► z (j) [Iil+Al].z j^
a(j)T dA(ai)	 j)
i —77— 
yi(	 for j < q
y(j)
(j
a2y (j)i	 j
An-l^
 (j)
x
3
i	 i	 l
(3.33)
z
i1
°.m	 Lt
J iJ
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y The normalization factor • For the latent vectors in the chain rule are
more complex than the normalizationfactors for the primary latent vectors.
A lemma will be liven for that case,
mi ai
3.12 Lesma. Let J cc
	
be the ,Jordan block associated with the latent
root ai and let Y (j ) and sib) be the latent vectors. The normalization
r
factor in given by
nj ok	 F	 s(t)T 1 d r) A(li) r(P) 	(3.34)
t+s+p-j+k+gi i 	 t dA(s)	 i
r
where 1 has mC qi generalized latent vectors and where q i < t < j and	 iy	 i	
—
qi1p<k.
Proof. The proof of this lam= follows from Corollary 3.3.1 and the corra-
E
• ondia relations for the si envec *.ors and latent vectors. p	 ^	 g	 As s^•,ted	 71 ^
misgi	 mi-logi+lCorollary 3.4.2, the normalization factors tai	 ni 
m
nii, i are equal.
The generalized latent projectors satisfy a chain rule which would be
expected since they are constructed from the generalize latent vectors that
satisfy a chain rule.
Theorem 3.13. Let Pi0iccmxm be the generalized latent projectors associ -
ated with the latent root AV The chain rule for the generalized latent	 a
projectors is
mi-g i-j 1 dtR)A(1^if'
L P	 0	 j	 0 9l,...,m -q	 (3.35)1r0	 i t 	 da (Y')	 i, j+R	 UXM	 i
where A(A)tRUX°
 is a regular lambda matrix.
LL,
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Proof. Let Pi,[.Cmxmn be the eigenprojectors of the companion form Ac
Using Pi,R as defined in (3.2) it is easy to show that the uxm block matrices
of the last m columns have the following structure
AIPi,i+Pi .t+l
Pi ^R •	 (3.36)
In-lj +(n-1),n-2Pi	 i ' t	 1	 i P 1+14,.. .
when the structure of P iz is used with Properties IV and V in (3 . 8) then
the results in this theorem are obtained.
The results in the last theorem also hold for regular lambda matrix
where matrix leading coefficient is different than the identity matrix.
The following example will be given to illustrate some of the computa-
tional aspects of the material. Let A(A) be defined as
M
AW	
1 0	 2	 -4. 0 2.0	 3.0 -1.0
0 1
	 -0.2 -3.0
	 0.2 	 2.6	
k
f
with latent roots X - 1 of multipli^it 1 and I - 2 of iaulti licit' 31 .•	 y,	 2	 p	 y
The latent vectors for the lambda matrix are given by
t
3
Y ` Iy(1) y(1) -y (2) y (3) ]
1 	 3	 -1	 -2
0	 1	 -1	 -1
and
(1)
Z . 
[s
	
y(3) z(2) =	 - 3	 -2	 -1	 -1
1	 2
(1),
2	 2 -S	 5	 0	 5
The eieenprojectors for Ac are
ORIGINAL PAGE 13	
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Since nullity A(2) w 1, there is only one primary latent projector for
X2 . 2.
The latent projector for X1 n 1 can be computed directly from the latent
Vectors Y 	 x(l) and dA (1) /dA or
y(1)
s(1)T
p100 -	
-3 5l	 1	 1
	
 
(1)T dA l (1) 5	 0 0
zl	 dA yl
The second primary latent projector P 2,0 ie given by
	
(1)=(3)T,^,y(2)a(2)T+y(3)sC1)T
	
3 -S
P	 y2 2	 2 2	 -_2 2.	 1
	2,0	 n3$1	 5	 0 02
where n2,1 is computed from (3.34) with
3,1 . s (3)T dA (2) (1) 1 (2) T d2A 2 (1) 1 (1) T d3A^ )Z (1) . -5
^2	 2	 y2 + 2! s	 dA2 y2 + 31 s	 dX (3) y2
it can be verified that n Z •1 U, 
n2,2 , n1,3. The generalised latent p rojectors
are
^r
y(1)9(2) +y(3
2 2	 2
r2,1 .	
n3,1
2
and
(1) (1)T
P	
2 =2	 1
2.2	 n3,1	 5
2
s(1)T	
2 52
0 5
3 -15
1 - 5
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1.6 -3.2	 -0.6	 1
Pl'0
0 0	 0	 0
1.6
-3.2	
-0.6	 1 ►
0 0	 0	 0
-0.6 32	 0.6	 -1
P2 0 +^ 0 1	 0	 0 h
• -1.6 3.2	 16	 -1
0 0	 0	 1
e
-0.4 -3.2	 0.4
	 1
P2'1 0 - 2	 0	 1
-1.4 -2.2	 1.4	 -1
_l
-0.2 -2.6	 0.2	 1 i_i 1
and
-0.6 4.2	 0.6
	
-3
r	 P2,2
-0.2 1.4	 0.2	
-1
-1.2 8.4	 1.2	 -6
-0.4 2.8	 0.4
	
-2
where it is noted that the 2x2 upper right blocks are the latent projectors.
The eieenprojectore were computed by using WR
 eh Pi 	
WR1 
withi
s
1 3	 -1 -2
WR . 0 1	 -1 -1 i
1 6	 1 -S
LO 2	 -1 -3
as constructed from (3.5) and the shifting matrices are
1
A
1 0 0 0
sh P1,0 '
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
nsh 72, 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
sh 72 1 • 0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
-
sh X2'2 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
The structure of the shifting matrices has also appeared in [10)
,Y 9
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3s
k
1
e:
	
The partial fraction expansion for (A(k)I
-1
 ie	 j
i
-	 -5	 2 5	 3 -15
(A(^) l_l - 5 1-1>	
3 5 + 5j 3	 + ^	 +	 1	
_
0 0	 0	 0	 5(?^ 2)	 0 5	 5(X-2)	 1	 5
The chain rule for the latent projectors P 2,1 -satisfy the equations
	
I.	 A(2)P2 2 - 0
	
11.	 A(2)P2 ^ 1 +	 P2^2 0
L
2
III, A (2)r2,0 + d	 2 0 1 +  21 d A 2 t2 
'
1 a 0
di 	 1
as Riven in (3.35).
The results given in this chapter hold only for lambda matrices that
are regular, i.e.,AO is nonsingular and a full, set of latent vector* exists.
4. Conclusion
The theory of latent projectors have boon presented and their use in
a
the computation of the inverse of A(X) and its residues have been described.
The latent projectors have specific properties and are related to the sigon-
r
projctors of the companion form Ac obtained from A(X). The concept of
gtnaralizod latent projectors has been developed which are constructed from
the generalized latent vectors of A(X). The chain rule for the generalized
latentro actors has boon developed and described. The work on si enP ^	 P	 g
projectors, latent projectors and lambda matrices presented in this chapter is 	 x
not exhaustive as many other questions must be resolved; for example, the
case of singularAO has not been addressed. The next chapter resolves the,
problem of singular l,0•
CHAPTER 3
THE EIGENVALUE-EICENVECTOR STRUCTURE OF OBSERVER STATE SPACE TORMS
AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO GENERAL LAMBDA MATRICES
This chapter studies the algebraic theory of latent roots and latent
	
4
vectorm of a row-reduced form of a lambda matrix A( A) A0 , n+A1 1► n-1 +,..
+An. In the previous chapters A() was assus ►ed to be regulars .ao^
dot Ao f' p; however, this assumption is very restrictive 'particularly when
A(A) arises to the left inverse matrix in a left: polynomial matrix descrip-
tion for a dynamical system. In this chapter the regularity assumption is
replaced by a Weaker assumptions namely that AR.(X) is now reduced. The
latter assumption is shown to be without lose of generality in the context
	
J
3
of dynamical system modeling. The development utilitizes the duality
between lambda matrices and observer state space forms to reveal the algebraic
structure of the latent vectors of row-reduced lambda matrices. This, in
turn, exposes the algebraic structure of the sigenvectors of observer state
forms.
This chapter along with the material presented in Chapter 3'gives the
general algebraic theory of lambda matrices and their relationship to state
space forms. The mathematical development in the chapter supplements the
material, in the previous chapter. The computational procedure for the latent
vectors. eizenvectors. latent vroiectors and eiaenoroiectors for the singular
t	 ^^
y
1.	 Introduction
MultivartAls systsns, such as finite-elemant models of vibrating sys-
tem, control system , and large seals systgns, cann be formulated in terms
of second-and higher-order matrix differential equations of tba doss
ex
	
do-lx	 do-1
AO n + 4,1 n1"+,..	 +Anxa lei 	+	 ..	 «,« +naudt	 dt	 dt
where A 1°xit& 	 , x(t)eeo 3 eA!r and u(t)tAr ,	 Such a model is often called
a left matrix description for the dynamical system.
If the Laplace transform is taken of Eq. (1,1), the following matrix
polynomial appears
A(a)
	
sn+ 	 sn-1 + ...
	
... + A
	 AO	 Al	 n	 (1.2
on the left side of (1.1). 	 If s is replaced by X, then (1.2) defines s
lambda matrix [1], also called a matrix polynomial. a
Our objective here is to investigate the latent roots and the latent
vectors of the polynomial matrices.	 Earlier work on this topic has been
l
described by LancasteQ [3], Lancaster and Weber [4] 0 Dennis, Traub and Weber
!q
}
[5], Lancaster [Oj, and Denman, Leyve-Raves and Jeon [14.	 In all of this I
work it has been assumed that A(X) is re gular, i.e., dot AO 0 A.	 This
assumption permits the model in (1.1) to be expressed in block companion
t
state space form.
	
The assumption that A(a) is regular is too restrictive
In the context of models of the form in (1.1). 	 In general, regularity can
be achieved by introducing additional roots, i.s., at the origin. 	 However,
this negates one of the prime motivations for the work in [31-151, namely','
i
t
^^•mw
f
	
	 '1
t
i
35'
that of achieving numerically efficient procedures for handling rigonvalue-
eigenvactor problems arising from system of the form riven In (1,1). The
4
	
	 general casa will be treated in this chapter without the need.for introducing
additional roots.
I
!
i
E
€	
e
7
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2. Row-reduced Lambda Matrices
To ensure existence and uniqueness of the solution to (1.1), it is re-
quired that dot A(X) f 0. The following definitions are introduced, (1
[131
Definition 2.1 A nonsingular polynomial matrix ARM is said to be row-
reduced if the matrix formed from the coefficients of the highest powers of
A in each row is nonsingular.
It follows that any row-reduced polynomial matrix ARM can be written
in the form
AR (A)	 S (A)DD + L(1)	 (2.1)
t	 Where
v
SW diaS IX1 w2 ,...,k Is	 (2.2)
L(a) * 'Y (1) T L	 (2.3)
V1 -1 Vi-2
v -1 v -22
W	 T	 a 
2	 J1	 ... .:: 1^
vj- 1 vQ 2
	
a 0.4	 .. o 1
(2.4)
and Do . L are matrices of raals with
det DD 0 0	 (215)
A key fact from the theory of polynomial matrices is the following:	 M
40 It
Lamina 2.1 Any nonsingular lambda matrix A(l) can be transformed to -row-
saduri d form A4(X) by left multiplication by a untmodular matrix U(1).
Proofs Soo (12, p. 27 1
 
or L31.
Note that operating on Sq. (1.1) by U (a) doss not change the number of
latent roots since dot U(X) is a nonsingular constant matrix independent of
X. Thus, ' we see that A(a) can be transformed to the row-reduced form
without loss of asnarality. However, it is vary restrictive to "sumo that
AO in (1.1) is nonsingular since this is tantamount to assuming that the
row indices V 1 to Vm are all equal. Tha latter situation is unlikely to
occur unless additional roots are artificially introduced. Of course, the
care dot 1% f 0 is simply a special case of row-reducedness In which
Vi - Vi V^ i, le(102,...,m].
m
Theorem 2.1. The number of latent roots of A(a) is precisely	 Vi where
i•1
Vi is the row-degree in the row-reduced form of. AR(1).
Proof: The proof follows directly from (2.1) as dot Do f 0.	 V99
By atazdard arguments, D,31, a4J, any row-reduced sat of differential
equations, as given in (2.1) 0 can be associated with a state space modal
In the observer canonical form, sometimes called the flat canonical form
aSJ The system matrix has the following fors:
i
ii
f
t
f
^n
i^.
a
a
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0.0.0
0	 ^,	 1
1	 10,,, 01	 1
i	 0
1	 ^	 1
+	 01
'•^ l1 	I
01	 1,^	 1	 1
1	 1
F '	 ^ [LDQI^.l	 I_[ p ] •2	 ;^[pl^ a
	
(2.6)
^	 1
1	 •1	 ^	 11	 I	 1,:
1	 1	 10...0
0'
1	 I	 1
f	 ^0
^— vl ""H'_ v2	 'e"_ vm _'W
where [ED 01 ] ,1 donates the ith column of LD0
	 and DO and L are a. in (2.1)
and (2.3).
	 .
Th	 b	 i	 f	 i	 h	 i	 liLe a ^a compan on ohm s t a appropr eta genera zation of	 the Rlock
companion form used elsewhere, (see [3j to (51). Note that the block cam-
E
	
	 panion form requires that dat Ao f 0, whereas the form in (2.6) needs only
the Weaker assumption that dot DO f 0 and there is no loss of generality in
u.
the latter assumption. In the sequel, D 0 a I will be taken since if this
is not the case, then one can simply multiply by Dal throughout.
r
E
f
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3.	 Eigenvectors and Generalized Ei envecro'e
In this section, the definitions for eigenvalues, right and left eigen-
vectors, and the chain rules for the generalized eigervectors of a real
matrix F will be given.
The following definitions are standard for a real matrix F, (sae [16):
Definition 3.1	 A scalar Ai is an eigenvalus of F if
t
det[XiI-F]	 0 (3.1)
The eigenvalue Xi has multiplicity n i if
Cy	
ni
z	
e
det[AI -F]	 II	 (X-X j) (3.2)
k	 ^1
where a is the number of distinct eigenvalues.
.	 Definition 3.2	 A vector _, l^ is said to be an sigenvactor of ! associated
with ai iff
(F-a I) (1)	 0i Yi (3.3)
f
(h
and a set of vectors (y i2) Ry 3)	 i,...,y	 i } are said to be the generalized
sigenvectors associated to yi l) if
^ 1
(F-X 1) ky (k)	 0	 k	 2,3, . .
•h
(3.4) I
(h +l)
m	 where hi
 is such that yi 'i 	 0 is the only solution in (3.4). F
q i
N
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The generalized eigenvectors, as given in (3.4), can be also obtained in
the following form
(F-Xil)yik)	 y(k-1)	 k . 2 3,...,hi 	(3.5)
i
and	 the generalized eigenvectors associated t o yil) :form s; chain where hi
is the length of the chain. 	 It is possibla that the same sigenvalue product
k	
^sets of different Nhains associated with other sigenvactors but the a
number of different chains associated to the eigenvalue X i is equal to the
nullity of [F-X111.	 The length of the longest chain is called the index of t	 3
Cr	 maK hi
Xi and is such.that *(X)	 A	 (X-Xi )	 is the minimal polynomial of F.
i-1 a
The expression in (3.5) is, called the Jordan chain of generalized right
eigenvectors.
From the right eigenvectors the modal matrix can be constructed by the
collection of the eigenvectors and their chains where the chained eigenvec-
torn appear in a sequential manner asWR
	
[Y(1)ny(2)06—py(1)Py(2)^^^^^
a
(1)	 (2) xyQ	 ,yQ
	...]. and WR is called the right eigenvector matrix.
A similar definition of the left eigenvectors of F can be given where
(F-Ail) is replaced by its transpose in definition 3.2, 	 The set of vectors,
(h)
(Z12 ) ,z 3),...,zi i } form a chain of left generalized eigenvectors asso-
ciated with the primary eigenvector zil) .	 The chain can be obtained from
(F-XiI)fzi(k)
	 zik-1)	 k * 2,. e. phi 	(3.6)
where hi is the length of the chain and z(1) is the primary left eigenvector.
Also, the collection of all the left eigenvectors forms the left sigen-
aORIGINAL. PAGE IS
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vector matrix ~hare the chained eigepvactors appear is a sequential manner
(1) (Z)
	
(1) (Z)
	 (1) (2)u WL	{yl .rl ,...,y2
 •YZ 0 ...,yQ	 Yd to**].
9
I
z
k
}
i
3
r
F
a
r
a
i
ti
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4. Latent Roots and Latent Vectors of Lambda Matrices.
Analogous definitions to those in Section 3 for a row-reduced lambda
matrix AR(X) will be Riven. It will be shown that there is an interesting
k
duality between the definitions of Section 3 and those for the correspond-
i
ing lambda matrix AR(N) and F, as given in (2.6). W!taout loss of general-
ity, it is assumed that D0 - I. To simplify the notation in the proofs, it,
F
v
has been assumed that m-2. The extension to s>2 is along the same lines.
u^
Definition 4.1 Let AR(A) be as defined in (2.1) and Yet XieC be a scalar,
then X i is a latent root of AR (N) if dot AR(Xi) - 0. Now X i has multiplicity
nni if dot AW - n (X-Xi) ', what& c is the number of distinct roots.
Connection 4.1 The determinant of ARM is equal to the determinant of
(XI-F), where F is as defined.in (2.6) with
dot AR(X) det(IN-F)
- 11 (N A1)ni .	 (4.1)	 li-1
Proof; Let ARM be as defined in (2.1) and represented by
11	 12	 Vl 11 vl l	 11
p (a) P W	 A +a1 a	 .... ... + a
v11
AR(X)	 21	 22	 21 v2-1	 21
p M p M	 al X	 + ... ... + av2
V -1
a 2a 1	 + ... ... + av12	 ^^ s
V2 22 v2 1	 22
	
2	 i
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L in (2.3) can be easily obtained u well as the observer canonical foss 7,
then (XI-F) can be represented by
. 0
	
120 •J1+a11	
-l• 0 .! , 0
ll
a2
	1	 •	 0
.	 !
%	 a12	 01!	 1 (4.3)!
ail 	0 •	 0	 1+a22 -1	 0.-..0 1 ,
1	 •	 ,
!
0
-1
21	 0. ♦ • 	 0	 a22 I'.1
%2 v2
If (XI-F) is multiplied by the following uniaodular matrix.
I
1	 0	 .... , !0 1 0 0i	 l 1	 l
i UM	 Block Diag ^,•	 `
,	 • .
	 .	 .	 '
(4.4)
•,...111
0 V2-1
J	 LX	 ..,'1 l
t
than
11
1
	
p _ ^) _1 o.•.•o	 p^ -l(1)	 p.	 •o...13
	
.	 /
	
o	
•o i
••
	
1	 %	 .	 •	 ,
12
	
11 (71	 0	 0	 ... •.	 1
p^1 (71)	 o . ..... o	 ,pv2-1 (X) -1 0+..o	 QM	 (4 .5)
	
2-1	 !	 Z
O
	
21
• 	 ,	 1	 ,
pi
1
p21(A)	 p .. ... 0	 p12 M	 0	 o	 C&M
However, by evaluating 6(N) by minors on the ones, it is cloarthat
3
fi
pll(A)
p12(1)
det (a=-T) - dot met 1►M •	 (4.6) a
p21(1) p22M
Dag
Definition 4.2 Let Al a) have latent roots A i then the primary right latent
vectors denoted by yil) and the primary left latent vectors denoted by z(l)
satisfy the relations
5
x
z^
j
and
AR(ai) zi1> - Omxl (4. 7b) a	 7
a
respectively.
1
a
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We nort explore the structure of the sigenvectors of T associated with an
sigeavalus and then relate these to the latent vectors associated with AR(X).
Iron (3.3) the eigenvector satisfies the relation (p- il)y0 ) = 0 and
by operating on this expression by -U(1), as defined in (4.4), the follow
Lag expression is obtained:
GO)y(i) 0 0	 (48)
where C(N) is as defined in (4.5). Note that the polynomials p^lW o
j - 1 0 ...,v1-1 are the Tschinhaueer polynomials (161 associated with p11(1)
defined as follows
11pal l (^>
	 n	 1•	 0 ........ .... p	 1
11 1	 3pu -O	 all
(4.9)
pil (1)
	 1v11 	" , • 1 , 'o
p11 M	 X
v 1	 i
v 1-1	
• ^2	 1	 all
{	 1 f
and similar expressions can be found for the other polynomials in (4.5),
The eigsnvector y., can now be expressed as a function of the latent
l
vector y(l) is the following connection.
Connection 4.2 Lev 7 (1)
 be as defined in (4.8) and let yil) be the corre
K
sponding right latent vector associated with the root a , than the eigsn-
vector and latent vector are related by
a	
i
	
(1)
	 U( a )M (1)	 (4.10)
	
Y01	 i_yi
I
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where Wd is as defined in 0.4) and N is given by
1	 0
11	 12
a1	 a1
11
av1_1
12
awl71
0 1
21
a1 22a1
21a
v2 1
a22
v2-1r
M
V
Proof: The expression given in (4.10) is obtained by noting in (4.5) that
the first and the (vl+l) elements of the eigenvactor y (l) form the latent
t
vector yil) . Then by using simple substitutions to obtain the rest of the
	 f
elements of the eigenvector as a function of the elements of the latent vac
tor, the expression (4.10) is obtained vhare the corresponding Tschinhauser
polynomials as given iu (4.9) have bean used.	 Ow j
x	
j	 i
.m fSi
Also the left eigenvector z^ )
 of the observer form defined ae
(J1iI-f)Tz01) . 0 can be obtained as a function of the left latent vector
zl) of the row-reduced form AR(1i)
a
Connection 4, 3 Let z(i) be the left eigenvector of F and s( l) the corre-
sponding left latent vector associated to the root 1i, then the sigenvector
C
and latent vector are related by
ORIGINAL PAGE I
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yl 1
0
s0i)	
1i  0
4'(1 )s 1
^1)
i (4.12)1	 0
V10	 112
0	 1
t
where T(1) is as given in (2.4).
Proof:	 Consider (11-7) as riven in (4.3), then the left airenvector is ob-
tained by (7 X_F) Ts03)• 0 and using the expression for s (l) , then
4 ll	 a	
...	 ..
ll	
all	 a	 ^^^	 ^^^21	 21++a1	 2	
vl	
1	 %
Vl-1
1i
,
02
-1	 1	 0	 .,	 0	 0 .	 , .	 •	 .,	 .. 0
i 1 
v1-2
i 0
•, ,
0 .... , , 0 , . -1
	
• 
11	 0.	 ..	 ..	 .. p 1i 0 (l)
12	 12	 22	 22	 22
r	 al	 ...	 , .	
%	 1#a1	
2a	 aye p1 0V^1 91	 -0 •	 y
1
0	 ..	 ..	 0	
-1	 1	 0. • 	0
.
p
.
k62-2
. (4.13).
p.	 .	 ..	 . ,
	 0	 0_y,. 0	
-1	 V 0 1IJ {
In the above expression, the first and (v1+1) rows will contain the lambda
matrix ^(1) as defined in (4.2), thersfcre AR l)	 0 as sxpactad. wD(li)si
4
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It is interesting to notice in (4.12) that the *laments of the left
latent vector appear on the vi and (Vl+v2) locations of the 'aft aigenvec"s.
In the same manner as in section (2),-a set of generalized latent vec-
tors associated with the latent vector y( l) exist and they satisfy a chain
rule, which is given is the next theorem.
Theorem 4.1 tat ARM be defined as in (2.1) A set of right latent vectors
(R )Y(l),y(2)t... ...,y i eel
 form a right 3ordan chain associated with the
latent root Ai
 and the primary latent vector yI 1) . The chain is $Ivan by
2
(1) + dAR(li) y0-1) + 1 d AR(li) Y (1-2) + ..,
^R(a )Y i d7	 21 41	 i
d(A,-1)
( l)1
	 (&--1(A1) i Yil) 	 Onx1	 R 2,...,hid1^
(4.14)
where hj
 is the length of the Jordan chain. The vectors y(k) for 1<9<h
are called the generalized right latent vectors of the latent vector y(1).
i
P_ roof: The generalized right sigenvector y (2) can be obtained from the
=equation (F-AI)y(2) . 7 (1) which when multiplied br -W ) as defined in
(4.4) gives the following expressions
G(ai)Yoi)
 ' -U(Ai)YO )	(4.15)
Using connection 4.2 and considering the v 1 and (vl+v2) rove of the above
expression, the following result is obtained
AR(^i)yi2) • -'YT(J1i)YDi>
	
(4.16)
}	 j
E,
}
ii,	 "
i;#a
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, 4
where the eldnsnts of generalized latent vector y2) are in the first and
(V1+1) location# of the generalized eigenvector y 0i) . Using the exprassion
y01) , as given in, (4.10), gives
A
(2)
+jr	 )U l	 (1)	 0	 (4.17)	
(y
R( 1) yi	 ( i ( 1 1	
.1
Considering the generalized eigenvector y (3) as obtained from (F-A I)y(3)
.
y(2 ) , then a similar expression to that in (4.16) is obtained withot
l (Xi)y(3)+j (X )y (2) A 0	 (4.1b)
Y61	 is needed in the above expression and can be obtained
from (4.15) Where
the elements of y (2) are located in the first and (Vl+l) elements.	 We then
Y ' use back	 substitutions to obtain the rest of the elements of y0i) as a function
of yl) where the following expression is obtained for y^i)
p.	 .	 .p p	 .,	 ..	 ... 0
1
,
v -2
U(7► )My(2)+y (2)
7^i1...	
l	
1	 0 0. 0	 00
y(1) a^ tiOi	 i	 i 0•	 ...0 0.	 .	 .p 01
•
e	 ^	 i
• •
3}
3
7
1
E
'
:i^•	 •.
• v -2•2	 •l	 1 •0
;	 1
p......
	
p
^'i -	
i
E
(4.19) 1
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The second matrix on the second term is not U(X) but to a shifted ver-
sion of U(N) and will be called sh U (X) where sh stands for shif tlul.
	 This
shifting matrix has the interesting property that
1	 d(R+11U (^) 	 dW
-	 sh U a	 a+l)	 +1)	 (	 ())	 f,^  U O	 (4.20) .(R d^ 4 d'
Now substituting the values of y (1	 into (4.19) and using the shifting
propertyo the expression in (4.18) can be changed to
a
A (?^i)y(3)+^T(X )U(^11)My(2 )+Y'T(Ni)
 dtJa i )
 my i%1) . 0.
	 (4.21)
Following the same lines as the beginning of the proof and using the shift-
ing property the following chain rule is obtained.
n .I
(16)	 T	 (16-1)	 T	 dU(l)	 (16- 2)
aR (X i)yi	 +Y^ (ai)U (71)I^tyi	+^' (ai)	 bq►i	 + ...
P
T	 1	 d (i^2)	 (1)	 R ' 2^3^	
• •phi... + Y' (^i)	 (R-2 1	 X-2) ^ (^i) 	'i	 0
i
i
d ,1	 mx1
r	 (4.22)
Equation (4.14) of this theorem is obtained by recognizing that
(R+l) da ("l) AR (7^)	 4' (a) -	
^ M	 for	 17 2	 (4.23)
y
thus the theorem is proved.	 VOp
The left generalized latent vectors associated with zi t) satisfies z
similar chain rule that is given in the next theorem. K,
.
tZ
7
i
..
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Theorem 4.2 Let AR(N) be defined as in (2.1)x , .:. set of left latent vectors
sil),z(2),., . .X(Y eel form a left Jordar` ' chain associated with the
latent root ai and the primary latent vector z (l) . The chain rule i, given
by
T (^ ) z (A) + "i 0d s 0-1) + ^2AR2ai) z (1-2 ) + .. .
A i i	 da	 i	 21 A
d4-1)I^T(X 
i )
... + (R11^1 -da(
	
zil) Omxl	 R. • 1,2,.••^h^
(4.24)
where h^ in the length of the Jordan ck.in. The vectors z (Z) for l< i
<h^ are
the generalized left latent vectors of the primary latent vector ail).
Proof: The proof of this theorem follows along the same lines as theorem
4.1 where the chain of generalized left eigenvectors as given in (3;6) is
used with the corresponding values of z0i ) . The elements of sif) are
located in the V1 and (v1+V2) entries of z01)'
As can be seen in the proof of Theorem 2.1, some interesting relations exist
between the ger_orali&ed sigenvectors of F and the generalized latent vectors
of AR (X) .
(h
Connection 4.4 Let y(2)0(3)'") '' y01i) be a sat of generalized eigenvactors
(h
of F and let y(2),y(3)...,.y( i be the corresponding set of generalized
latent vectors of AR(X) associated with the root Xi The eigenrectors and
1 d blatent vectors are ra ate y	 x
x,
u(A L
)My (R) + dU(J1i)(1t-1) + .
	
1	 d	 U(Ai)^1)
y01i	 dX	 1	 (R-1)1	
da 
R-1	 i
R	 1p2p ... 0hi	(4.25)	 R
56
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(l) is a function of	 (l)	 wProofs	 The eigenv ot ryy01	 i	 as was previously stated
in connection 4.2.	 Now using y (2) as given in (4.19) and substituting y01)
k
yoi) 	 WdMyi2 )+(sh U(XI))U(at
 
)My	 (4.26a)I
and using (4.20)
d,U(X)
yoi) - U (^i)Myi2) + d	 My l' •	 (4926b)
The generalized eigenvactor yoi ) can be obtained from the chain rule
(F-a i)y (3)	 (2) and following the arguments
	
`Di	 ypi	 wo a e as in {4.19?: with
y(3)	 W )My(3)+(sh Wd)y(2).	 (4.27)01	 1
t
Substituting the vector y (2) as given in (4.26b) in the last expression then
2	 #
(3)(3)
	
dU(71i)	 ( 2)
	
1	 d U(^i)	 (1)	 ,
y01	 U(^i)Myi	 +	 da	 Myi	+ 21	 d^2	
Myi	 (4.28)
The remaining eigenvectors in the chain are obtained from the extension of
(4.28).	 M
The lefteneralized ei envectors of F can be obtained from the left8	 8 +'.
$eneralized latent vectors of AR(X) as given in the following connection.
Connection 4.5	 Let z0i),z0i),...
	
...,zUii	be a set of generalized left
(h )
iegenvectors of F and let zi2),zi3),...
	
... , zi	be the corresponding set
of generalized left latent vectors ofAR M associated with the root Xi. The
left sigenvactors and left latent vectors are related by
y g^
j
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(R^1)
a	 )dw(X1 	dvf(A)
	 i
	
= (R,) 
^ '^(A )s (R ) + ^- s (A.-1)	 l+ ... ... + 	i s(1)
0i	 i	 dA	 (R-1)1	 R-1) i
k	 1 2 .. h(4.29)
Proof: The left eigenvector z0i ) as a function of zil) Was previously ob-
twined in connection 4.3. The left eigenvector satisfies (F-a1I)Tz01)
	
z01)
where the elements of the left latent vector z it) are at the vl and (vl+v2)
'.	 locations of s(2) and thus by sisple substitution, s (2) can be represented
	
0i	 01
by
k
z0i)	 Y'(Ai)zi2)+( sh U(Xi))Tzoi) 	 (4.30)
where (sh U(A ) )T is the shifting upwards on the transpose of U(A). This
{	 shifting matrix has the property that
f
4+1)	 (R)
_.	
1	 d	 'Y(A)	 (A))T d(sh U 	 T(A)	 (4.31)	 1(R+l) dA ,+1)	 dX
Using z (l) as given in (4.12) and the above property with (4.30), then s01)
A
is given by
d^ (A)	
4
Z01)	 l)^,(Ai)zi2) +	 dJ1i zi .	 _	 (4.32)
,a
Successive application of the chain rule of the left generalized eigenvectors
s	
a
and (4.31) gives equation (4.29) as stated in this connection.	 VOV
	It has been shown that the eigenvectors of the observev state form can	
i
4	 be defined in terms of the latent vectors of the roar -reduced form AR(A).
t
f	 .,
58
It therefore follows that the sigsnvectors of the observer state fora canes
k
be obtained directly frm the knowledge of the latent roots and latent vac
tore of AR(A).
Tf
jf	 4
A
yyy
7
F
4
3
F
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i
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S. An Example_
An illustrative example is given. Let AP) be the row-reduced fora
of i lambda matrix that has been subjected to a unlmodular matrix
A3_A2
+7A+3	 811+5
	
-3A+3	 112-6A+5
and then expressing the above row-reduced lambda matrix into the form given
in (2.1)
A3 0	 1 0	 A2 A 1 0 0	 -1 0
AR(A)	 +	 7 8	 (502)
0	 A2	 0 1	 0 0 0 A 1	 3 5
-3 -6
3 S
where it can be noted that Vl 3 and v2 2. The observer canonical fors
is
1 1 0 0 0
-7 0 1 -8 0
F	 -3 0 0 -5 0	 (5,.3)
3 0 0 6 1
-3 0 0 -5 0
d
The determinant of the lambda matrix is JAR(A)!	 A(A-1)(A-2)3, therefore
Al 0p 712 1 and A3 2. The primary right latent vectors can be cal-
5-9
Y '`
i
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^
E ^^" culated using ('4.7a) with
wa(0)Yi1)	 0	 R (1)Y21) ' 0	 AA(Z)731) • 0 (5. 4)
E1
7
and the latent vectors are
Y 1)
	 [1 1	Y(1)	 13	
731) -
	 1	 •
3	 -10
-1
Ll
Y(31) has two generalized latent vectors that can be calculated using (4.14) )k
MY 3(2) +	
dX	
y'(	 (3)3	 0 and	 (2)Y 3
	
+ -dU	 Y(Z)dJ1	 3	 A A	 ^ 3 1
1 a2Ait(2)
+2	 Y31)	 0 (5..5)2dX
and the generalized latent vectors are
a	 .
Y3) '
-1/3
Y33) '
1
0	 -1
<x
a
The right eigenvectors of (5,.3) can be calculated using (4.10) where the
unimodular matrix U(X) and M are
1	 0	 0	 0 	 0 1	 0
71	 1	 0	 0	 _0 -1	 0
! UM X2	 a	 1	 0	 0 M 7	 8 (5.6) I
0	 0	 0	 1	 0 0	 1
-0	 0	 0	 X	 1 -3	 -6
m
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Who eigenvoctore are then obtained with
-5	 13	 1
(1
>
 -	 •11	 (1) 
0	
(1)	
1
Y61	 y02 • ll	 y03	 1
3	 -10	
-1
-3	 11	 1
The generalised aigenvactore for y 03) were obtained from (4.25)
Y03) ` U(2 )My(32) +-4U(2)dX  1'^r(1)
and
f (2 )Y03
U(Z)M}' (3)
3
+ c3U 2	 (2)
dX	 MY3
+ l d2	 2
2	
da
(1)
3	 (5..7) {
pv^
what	 (2)
r03 and	 (3) are found to bey03 r
-1/3 1
.x 2/3 2/3 1
(2)
Y63 0
(3)
r03 1
0 -1
0 1
The left latent vector@ can be calculated wing (4.7b) as
J
T
AR(0)sl
(1)	 0 • T	 (1)
AA(l)s2
	
- Q and T	 (1)Ai (2)s3	 0	 (S.8)	 1
E
then
LU
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2	 3
1 0 '1
and the two generalized left latent vectors x (l) are obtained fromi (4.24)3
T	 W +
	
T	 (3)(2)z	 dAR(2) z0	 (1) . 0	 Aj(2)s	 + IAi	 3	 dX	 3
dAF.(2)	 (2)
3 dA	 3
2 Td Aj(2)+ 1
x	 02	 2	 34X
The left pneralixed latent vectogri are
a (2)
-1/2
1-11/2 1
x (3) -3/4
1
3 3
-7/12
The left eigonvactors are calculated from (.4.29) and they are fj
0 0 4
0 0 2
X (l)01 s(l)02 0 03
-0
1
1 7
The left generalized viganvectors for z 03	 are then obtained from
z 
(2)	 T(2)z (2) + dT(2) Wf^l)03	 3 3
and
z(3) + H(2) z (2)	 d 2 T(2)	 (1)Z (3)	 T(2)	 +	 z03	 3	 3 (5.10)dA	 2 A	 3
with :03 ) and x03) given by
a
2	 4
0	
-2
s03)	 1/2	 x03)	 3/4
	 •
- 4► 	 -20/3
-11/12	 -7/12
It is obvious that the sigenvectors of the observer fora can be obtained
from the latent vectors of the raw-reduced form.
a
a
a
F 3{
\|^6, Conclusions  	 ^
...
This chapter has explored the @ice nv ge-eigenvictor structureof ob-
server canonical form and it has been shown that this rtrUcture in related
}] \
to the simpler underlying s CructUre of the  correspond n$ lambda matrix.	 ^	 \
This work Senaralinnn the px	 Un results pertaining to a special class of
]lambda matrices in which the row indices are taken to beequal. The  sncia	 <
structure of the eigonvectors hn potential for simplifying computations
 f} 	 ^
concerned with their evaluation, Dual results also clearly exist for 
	 t	 )
fraction descriptions, cold reduced lambda matrices and the controller
 .	 ,	 ..^ \
	 \
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CHAPTER 4
PARTIAL FRACTION MANSION METHODS FOR MATRICES
OF STRICTLY PROPER RATIONAL FUNCTIONS
Chapters 2 and 3 describes the algebraic theory of latent roots, vectors
and projectors. The latent projectors of the lambda matrices are the satrix
residues of the partial fraction expansion of [A(A)y -1 , see Section l of
	
t	 Chapter 2. The latent projectors are impartant in obtaining the time domain
solutions since the inverse Laplace transform can be used once the partial
fraction expansion is known. The latent projectors or matrix residues can
be computed by eithar using the latent vectors or by the more classical	 r
procedure of computing the residues of the partial fraction expansion.
The latter method in not recommended for a lambda matrix with high-order
P	 matrix coefficients although algorithms for the procedure will be given
	
r	 here for completeness.
E This chapter extends several partial fraction expansion methods for
matrices of strictly proper rational functions. "These methods are
1) s genprujector, 2) Chen and Leung and 3) escalation which are first given
for the scalar problem and then extended to the matrix case by using the
Kronecker product. The three methods are competitive for high order functions
tt
although the escalation method is the most efficient for scalar functions.
E
k
f
tt	 to
r.	
^R
rk
rf
3
i
Y
1
x
fa
k
u
A
I. Introduction
It is frequently necessary in system analysis to find the partial
fraction expansion of a matrix of proper rational: functions [I] and (13).
Several methods for the expansion of scalar rational functions have been
described in recently published papers. The paper by Korni and Etter [17]
was among the first to show that derivatives of the functions were not
necessary in the evaluation of the residues of the expansion. Chen. and 
A
Leung [1810 as well as Mahoney 1191 0 also avoid derivatives and describe
algorithms that are quite general. The paper by Shahzadi(20!) described a
procedure that eliminates the necessity for the differentiation of rational
functions but derivatives of the numerator and denominator must still be
taken separately. The authors have developed an algorithm which is quite
similar to the procedure given by Chen and Leung. The algorithm developed
by the authors will be described in this paper and will be denoted as the
eigenprojector method (11].
The procedure given by Mahoney is the most efficient In a numerical
sense for scalar functions but the method does not clearly reveal the alge-
braic structure of the partial fraction expansion procedure. The Chen and
Leung method, as well as the eigenprojector procedure, is basal; pn the
algebraic structure of the partial fraction expansion. The Karni and Etter
method is algebraic but the referenced version had a limitation in that the
order of the numerator polynomial should not exceed the _order of the product
of the distinct roots of the denominator of the rational function.
This paper will first give a brief mathematical description of the
thkee methods 1) eigenprojector, 2) Chan and Leung and 3) escalation
(Mahoney). The eiganprojector method has not been described in the liter,
f Lj
t. n
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ature and for that reason, the development will be more extensive than for
the other two procedures. The Chan and Leung method will be developed and
the Mahoney procedure will be summarized. In Section 2, the description
of the methods will be limited to scalar function.
In Section 3, the methods are extended to matrices of proper rational
functions of the form
s
n-1	 n-2C	 +C a *.	 ..^+C1	 2	 a Nf.)	 1.1
where CieRpxq and the di coefficients are scalars. The partial fraction
expansion will have the form
r m -1
H(s)	 F
	
(1.2)
iml two
	
( i)
where Ki,ReCpxq , mi is the multiplicity of the root Xi and r is the number
x
I	 ofdistinct roots of d(s) Zadeh and Desoer 11] discuss the expansion of
functions of the type Riven above, but the determination of the residues 	 !
i
Ki,i in their work follows the derivative procedure..
An example will be given in Section 3 to illustrate the three methods
as well anthe number of operations required where the usual assumptions
a'
	
	
that the inversion of an nxn matrix requires n3 operations, the solution
of n equations requires n 3/3 operations 1211 and multiplication of two nxn
t
matrices requires n3 operations where an operation is defined to be one
scalar multiplication together with one scalar addition.
f,
k
`.	 i
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2.	 Mathematical Developmant for Scalar Cage
a)	 Eigenprojector Method
}
A strictly proper -rational scalar function H(s) can always be charac-
teri
z
ed by the triplet (A,B,C)	 If H(s) is divan by
n-1
	
n-2
c •	 +c s	 +...	 ...+cIH(•)	 ..
n	 n-1	
n 
er d s (2.1)
+daa	 +...	 ...+da
E
then H (s) can also be defined by
^I
H(s) - C[•i-A]-1B (2.2)
where A eln , BeeXl
 and CeRlXn.	 The structures of A, D and C are given by
[9l,
0	 1	 0	 ........	 p,
Y	 v
0	 p	 1
A ' 0 (2.3)
0	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 •	 .	 •	 .	 .	 .	 .	 • 0
	 1.
'dn —on-1
	
.•.	 ...	 -d2	 -dl
B	 a	 [0 1	o,	 .,.	 ...	 0,	 11 (2.4)
and
C	 -	 [c n
, cu-1'	 ...	 ..., c2 , cl ] (2.5)
where the poles of H(A) are equal to the eigenvalues of A.
Zadeh and Desoer have shown that H(s) an given in (2.2) can be repro-
r^
.-
i
k	
L
i
s;
3
t
z
6
iy
sented by the expansion
r mi 1	 P
i ' ^'
r	 mi-1	 k
Hce> - ^{
iFl
) 8 cz,6)^^^ ^^ ^two
	 ce-^i> X+l
i
where the nxn matrices Pi,i are the matrix residues or eigenprojectors, and
ki,R are the scalar residues.	 It is assumed that H (s) has r distinct poles
and each pole is repeated mi times such that
(2.7)riFlmi - n
f
69
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The sigenprojectors, P,x can be determined from [sI-A] -1
 which canbe
represented by the following similarity transformation
	
'	 [sI-A]-1 - M(si-J] -M 1
	
T	 (2.8)
t
	
I	 ^'
where M is the-sigsnvector matrix of A, and J is the Jordan canonical form.
	
{	 The eiganprrojectors can be defined in the usual sense as
J mRim {d (Cs-J► ) iM(si-J) lM-l11}	 0 1P , mi j-1 s^si d1^
	
i	
j	 . •	 ,mi71 (2.9) 	 ^^
where the structure of {sI-J}-, is [10) }
a
n
{81-J]-1 - Block Diag{[sl-Jl]-l,[sI-J2]-l.•.....[01-Jr]-1} 	 (2.10) i
	t	 It is not difficult to show that the 'inverse of sl-Ji
 is given by
I
_J
A
I
.d
s PAGE IS	
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^iis-Ai)rl 	 2	 •	 (s-ai) {(E
0	 (s-1► i)-1 A
(sI-Ji )^ 	 •
•
1	 -2 . (2.11)
(s-^i)•
It follows from
	
(2.9) that the eigenprojeetor Pirmi l will have the fol-
lowing form:
p
`
Pi,	 Mm 1
' 	
p	 (I	
miI
-lam	 -1M	 M(sh Fi,si l )M	 (2.12)
I— — —
p
where the 
miXmi interior block has the same location as the ith Jordan s
block in J.	 The matrices (sh 
Fi'mi 1
) will be defined as the shifting
matrices.	 The next eigenprojector, pi m -2 for the repeated eigenvalue 1^1
i
is obtained by shifting the ones to the next lower diagonal of the Jordan
block.	 The remaining eigenprojectors for the repeated eigenvalue A i are
generated by shifting the ones along the remaining lower diagonals until
the main diagonal is reached. 	 If the eigenvalue is not repeated, then a
one is placed on the diagonal position corresponding to the Jordan block
j
3
for that eigenvalue.
i
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a
The eigenvector matrix M of A is constructed from the roots of d(s) as
l	 (( 1
	 p•	 p
^1	 ( (1 ^ i	 1	 III ^r
K •
	 X1	 j ai	 2Ai	 1	 L (1 1r	 (2.13)
I	 :	 I I I
Xn-1 I	 n-1 (n-1)Xn-2	 (n-1 )in-oi i	 n--11	 i	 1 1	 mi 1 i	 I I
	 r
mi
where the eigenvector for a non-repeated root is as given on the first
column of (2.13).Since ,X i is a pole of R(s), theeigenvactor matrf,x M can
be constructed directly from the poles of H(s).
The sigenprojectors given in (2.12) are related to the scalat residues
of the partial fraction expansion in (2.6) and the scalar residues are
obtained by premultiplying the eigenprojectors by vector C and postmulti-
ply ng by the vector B as given in (2'.4) and (2.5). The residues are than
given by
ki,R • CPi, iB - CM(sh Fi,t ld 1B
	
(2.14)
i
-I
and the only difference between residues for different sigenvalues is in
the shifting matrix Ish Fi'd which is a matrix of ones and zeros which
selects the proper columns of CM and the proper rows of M 1B.
The computational procedure for the eigenprojector method is detarmin-
ining the residues of the partial fraction expansion of H (s) is as follows:
omawft PAN IS	
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(i) Set up the s genvoctor matrix M, from knowledge of the roots of
d(s) as given in (2.13)•
(ii) Lot CM A xlxn and M lB = ynxl and compute x and y from C and B
as given in (2.4) and (2.5).
(iii) Sat flags regarding the multiplicity of each root to carry out
'
k
the shifting process on [sh Pi].
r
!iv) Compute ki,R from ki'i W x[sh Tidy.
The B-	 2algorithm will require approximately 3 + 2n 	 - n operations for
distinct roots provided that the flags set in (iv) are used.	 For a single 1L ;3
'	 root with multiplicity n, the count goes to approximately 3 + 3n 2 .	 If n
is reasonably large, the n 3/3 term will dominate, thus this value is an
approximate count.
The following example is given to show the procedure of the algorithm.
Let. H(s) b ye. given by I
3s2+85+9	 k10	 k20	 k21H(s) _	 ++	 (2.15)
-8 3+7s2+15s+9	 +1	 (s+3)3sa+3
^l
for which the sigenvoctor matrix M can be reconstructed using (2.13) with
a 1	 1	 0	 1	 1	 0
M ` 11	 k2	 1 -1	 -3	 1
i
t
X1	 X2	 2X2
	1	 9	 -b {kk
a
The x row vector and the y column vector are now computed where
C	 19 8 31 and BT -- 10 0 11 with a
^ 1F
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1	 1.	 0
x • CH 19 8 31 -1 -3	 1 • 14 12 -101
1	 9 -6
and
at1
	 1	 0 - -0- 1/4
1y M S •	 -1 -3	 1	 0	 -1/4
µ	 1	 9 -6	 1	 -1/2
4	 $
?	 and for this example the sh Fi oR matrices are
4
f
1 0 0	 0 0 0	 0 0 0
sh F1
'0 	 0 0 0	 sh F2,0 • 0 1 0	 sh F2,1	 0 0 1
0 0 0	 0 0 1	 0 0 0
t
i'
ii
I	 In programming the algorithm for a digital computer, the flags would be set
k
	
	 to indicate which combination of elements in x and y are necessary to cal-
culate the residue. The partial fraction expansion of (2.15) Is
G
H(s) • 1 + ?	 6	 (2.16)
8+1 s+3	 (s+3)2
'	 which is the desired expansion.;
b) Chen and Leung Method
The Chen and Leung algorithm, although similar to the eigenprojector
method, differs in that all the residues of the partial fraction expansion
are computed simultaneously.
{
f 1
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Utilizing (2.1) and (2.6), it follows that
A
r	 mi l	 k 
it
t
c s°-1+c sn-2+ : .
	
+c	
-	
(an+d an-1+
 .	 +d)1	 2	 n	 (s-	 1	 n
+l R,iO
(2.17)
The ratio of the two polynomials on the right side of (2.17) can be written
in the general form
an-R- 1+[d1+ 1!1 Xi ) sn-R-2+(d2+d1 1!1 	 ai+ R+12^R+2	 lit ) an-JC-3jj
-1
+. .	 .+Edn+dn-1 R!1
	1ifi .	 .+ 	
n] 
s 
-R-1 (2.1E)
I
Substituting into (2.17) and equating terms in si gives
r
tl	 I ki ^ 0 (2.19)iml.
c2 '	 ki^0 (d3+X) +	 I	 ki'l (2.20)
i+l 
r	 r-	 k
i3O 
(d2 +dl A i +ni 2 ) +c	 ki,l1(d +2Ai) +	 I ki,23	 ^ (2.21)il
or in general
t
 k	 (X i) +	 I 	 d[d	 (a )l+ck	 i 3 O ak-1 	 i,l dX ^k-1	 iiml	 in1
r	 k 1
+	 1	 k	 d	 Ia	 ((X)]k-11	 i,k-1 dAk-1	 k- 1	 iiZ1 (2.22)
where
x
k-1	 k-2+dk-1(N) • a	 +d1 
A	
.	 +d k-1
fff
s
If ' a pole is not repeated, then k 	 for all i>,1.
Assuming that all roots of`d(s) 0 are distinct, then (2.19)-(2 .22)
given the matrix equation. i
a
,
t
i
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kloo	 0.	 c
rk 1]	 A	 A I I I A I F I	 r I2 00	 1	 2	 n	 d	 C2
1 0
d	 d, 1	 c1	 2	 n	 n_l
16.	 n-j
(2.23)
The matrix equation of (2.23) in the desired expreciion for computing the
residues. If the roots of d(s) are repeated, the eigenvector matrix H,
as shown on the right side of (2.23) will take the general form given in
(2,13) with the residue vector on the left side having the residues k
in sequential order with
The computational procedure for the Chap and Leung algorithm In quite
simple and straightforward, the algorithm Is:
yyi
I)	 Set up the eigenvector matrix H and the coefficient matrix D.
11) Find the solution of the met of equations from D and the coaffi-
clients vector.
III) Find the solution for the set of equations between M and the
vector found in (ii).
The previous example will be considered using this method. The eigen-
vector matrix M is the same as before therefore
F	 o.] Fc- 1Fk10
	 P,	 1	 0	 1 	 01	 .2 	-2 	 ,
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and upon subsituting values into the equation, the residues are
x ;.
76
k10	
1	 1	 0 -1	 1
k20	 -1 -3	 1	 7
k21	 1	 9 -6	 15
-1
0	 0 3 - 1
1	 0 a 2
7	 1 9 -6
which are correct.
The number of operations required for computing the residues using
3
this method is approximately 23 + n2-2n for all distinct roots and
3
23 + Z n2 approximately for a single root with multiplicity n, so for
3
large values of n the term 23 will dominate, thus this value is an ap-
proximate count.
c) The Escalation Method
Mahoney has recently published a paper on partial fraction expansions
by the escalation method. The method is quite efficient although the alge-
braic structure of the process is not as apparent as in the previous two
methods. The mathematical theory will not be given in this paper and only
the algorithm will be presented with the extension to the residues of a
matrix of proper rational functions in the next section.
Consider a scalar function as given in (2.1) where c  and d i are
scalars. The basis of the method proceeds as follows; use Horner's algor-
ithm 1 23] to expand the numerator of H(s) into the form
n-1	 i
N(s)	 0 + F a 	 (S-X?	 (2.24)iml	 ]^
R 
1
and, therefore, H(s) can be expressed as
t.
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f.
n-1	 i
0a+ 
7 
S1
 A
H(S) - H 
n(s)
	
	 (2.25)
J01
where the above expression can be decomposed into
HL-1(8)
H s T.- +i ( ) -	 (2.26)aR
The function H U-1 (a) will have a similar structure as (2.25). Letting V be
an Index on the roots of d(s), then the pavtlal fraction expamision (2.26)
can be written as
(1) (PL	 B Vj	 r L- 1 B
7 + 7.	 1 1	 11-1	 1< U n	 (2.27)j	
V ) j	 i-1 j-1	 (s-X i ) ji0 
where 1<L (P.) <m and L (L) is the multiplicity of the root X in H (a). As
can be seen in (2.26) when (s-X in H R is eliminated the multiplicity of
that root in H 
X-1 (s) is reduced by one, so the scalation method is based on
that principle. If a
u 
is taken out In (2.26) then the multiplicities of
the roots will be as
L (.t-l) +l - 0V	 V
0	 1< r
	 (9.28)
and
Li	Li	 i- 1,2,	 WMi	 i V
The process terminates when 1-n and Lin) . 2, y i - ;1,2,...,r. The coeffi-
cients B (P'ij ) and B (Z) are computed fromVj
BMij - L L) >1ij	 Xi7Av 	 —
N78
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y
and
s(A,-1>-b(i
ij i- V (1.30)„ ^
which Mahoney calls the alian coefficients. 	 The coefficients given by
avl)R
r
-1
t
Or
S )V' S^ jl l	 j ' 2,3....,L IV, )	 (2.32)
are denoted as the native coefficients.
The escalation procedure is efficient but the programming effort to
3
implement the algorithm is greater than either of the two previous algor-
is	 follows:ithm.	 The computational procedure	 as
) Use the numerator coefficients-And the Horner ' s algorithm to
compute the coefficients 0 i in (2.24),
ii) A tableau is then formed from Equations (2,29)-(2 .32) and the
residues will be obttined in the last row of the nxn tableau.,
OL	 Bin) 1)^j	 rj+ $
The example given before will now be considered using this method. I
The Horner l s algorithm is used to express the numerator in the fors shown
I
n (2.24). For u (s) • 3s 2+8s+9, the Horner ' s scheme gives
t	 ^ .
j
a3 3	 3	 9
s2 3	
5	 4	
X1	 -1
el 3	 -4	 X2	 3_,
,0 3
ORIGINAL PA
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thus, n(s) - 4-4 (s+l)+3(s+l)(s+3). The tableau is now constructed using
these Yalues and Eqs. (2.29)-(2.3 2) with the tableau given as
B(T)
	
3(r)
	
s(r)
11	 21	 22
r^l	
4	 90' 4
r­2	 2	 -6	 014 m -4
C.	 r.3	 1	 2	 02	 3
k10	 k20	 k21
where the residues of the ,expansion are found in the last row with agree-
ment. to the values given earlier.
Mahoney has estimated the number of operations for the procedure as
approximately n2+n/2. This method is therefore more efficient when execu-
tion time is the only factor considered for digital implementation. The
procedure is clearly superior to the other methods when manual calculations
are made.
f
{
1
4
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3. Extension of the Mothods to-matrices of Proper Rational Functions
The three procedures which have been classified asp 1) tits sitenpro-
,hector, 2) the Chou an4 Leun g and 3) the escalation method will be extended
to strictly proper matrix function defined as
Zia	
4
A
	
H(s)	 0	 (3.1)
WNW
E	 'a,
It w411 be assumed that the function has the form
Glen-1+C-2+^:=^#C
H(e) ' 
	n-1	 (3.2)811 +dla	 +...	 ,..+dn
where C eR, with scalar coefficients in the denominator. The Kronecker
product will be used to extend the methods as Well as to minimise the
arithmetic operations required for each method.
	
f	 t
E
a) EiEenprojector Method
It can be shown [241 that a rational matrix functions an Siven in (3.2)
can be expressed in the fors
i
!^(s)
	
C(Ie-A)-1B	 (3.3)
t'
C
	
p	 I	 p	 0
	
q	 q	 q	 ,q
i
C	 A .	 •	
Oq	
a©Iq	 (3,4)
	
q	 q	 Q	 J
E	
1
-d
nI	 as-liq -do-2Iq	 •-diIq	 x	 a
r	 ;
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• [oq,oq ,...	 ..
 *to q'Iq) = BOX 	 (3.5)
and
C	 [Cn'Ca-1'.-..	
... , C2 , C1 )	 (3.6)
Using the definition of Kronecker products [25] and (26] 0 the ngxnq matrix
in (3.4) can be defined as ^,	
-1
A - (M(D Iq) (J (j) Iq) or, (DIq)
	
(3.7)
where J and M are an previously defined
It follows directly from (3.3)-(3.7) that the matrix of rational func -
tions H(s) can then be expressed in the form
H(a) C(MQ Iq)((sI-J )-lO Iq) ''M la xq) (30 Iq)	 (3.8)
or
i
N(s) C (MQ Iq) ((sI-J ). l® Iq) (I1 1Hp Yq) .	 (3.9)
a
`	 The matrix residues of the-expansion in (1.2) can be easily obtained
I	
from (3.9) as follows
KC(MVI ) • (sh F QI) (M.1BOI)	 (3.10)i t it	 q	 i,R	 q,	 q
where (sh Fi i ] is as defined in (2.12). The computational procedure is
tf	
then as given in the scalar except x C (M (D Iq	 M) and y -1 lB E) Iq where _x
is a pxnq matrix and Y is an ngxq matrix. Note also that in this csse the
last term in (3.10) can be combined with the shift operation and thus
y
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4	
^	 r
K 	 Iq ) (sh F10XM 1B)O14 	(3.11)
r^
To illustrate, consider the example
3 7 2 s2+ I 8 24 15 s+
	9 17 ]
7_
8(s)	
'"6 5 10
	
-31 82 45	 -45 51 4 	 (3.12)
e +7• +15s+9	 ;
where the roots of the denominator are A l -1 with al - 1 and A2 -3 with
m2 2. Thw eigenvector matrix M is given by 	 '	 1
I
1	 1	 0	 1 1 0
M -	 a1 X2	 1	 -  -3 ]'
X2	 X2
	
2712	 1 9 -6
and 'E( M x 1 3)
 
ill #. 3O
T(M013)	 4 0 -4 i 12 8 -18 1 -lid -18	 3	 x
-20 24 12 i -6 0
	
2	 5	 2 -15
i
B will be given by HT [0 0 1), therefore
x
(M 1$) 013 -1/4 013. 'y
-1/l
PNow using the expression for the residues it follows that 	 r
,.	 {	 f	
j
M
LIM
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}
K	
-
10x[shF10OI3^y^
D1
 E1153
K20 x[sh 72003337	 2 7	 3
	
-1 *l	 7
K2 ^1 - x [sh F12QI31
	
'6 -4	 9
3 0 -1
Again, there is no need to construct the [sh F] matrix as the desired
operations are carried out by using the flags. The matrix pirtial fraction
expansion of (3.12) is then
A
H
(a)..	 +	 (3.13)
8+1
	
•+3
	
(s+3)
which is correct.
The number of arithmetic multiplies and divisions is approximately
3	 3
3 + 2pgn2+sn2 for a low count andR-- + 2pgn2 + 2 n2 for the high count.
b) Chan and Leung Method
i
The derivation for the scalar case carries over to the matrix of proper
rational functions in an analogous manner to the eigenpro3ector case. Eq-
ivation (2.23) is modified by performing a Kronecker'product of M and D with
I , thus for the distinct casep
i
Y
i
-5 6	 3 3	 0 -1
i
l	 0-1 2	 7	 3 -6	 -4	 9
-1	 -1	 7
r"
4
i
i
C
f
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K1,0
I 
p	 (
I _I 	
0p .0p	 C1
K2.0 a1lp 1Jw 2Ip 	 I	 ) a►alp d1h	 Ip C2
'
I	 Op	 P	 N
K a1-11'p'
A2 1Ip !, X
n-IIp
do.	 .	 .	 .
-llp dllp Ip 	Cn
(3.14)
where CieRpxq and Ip and Op are pxp.	 Using the properties for Kronecker
products as given in the Appendix, theft (3.14) can be rewritten as i1
K1, 0 	 C 
K2 ' 0
	
	_D-1 x I ^)
	 C2M3.15p
a,0	 C 
where M and D are identical to the matrices for the scalar case.
Using the same example as before, the matrices M and D are for the
z
axannE+le
g^
1 1 0 -1	 1 0 0 -1	 1 -1 1
M lDrl -1 -3 1	 7 1 0	 * 4	 3 1 -1
1 9 -6	 15 7 0	 -18 6 -.2
and using (3.15) the following expansion is obtained
K1,0
1 0	 -1	 0	 1	 0 3 7 2
t	
?
0 1	 0	 -1	 0	 1 - 6 5 10 1
1 3 0	 1	 0	 -1	 0 8 24 15K2,0 4 0 3	 0	 1	 0	 -1 -31 32 45
-18 0	 6	 0	 -2	 0 9 17 9
K2 ' 1 0 -18	 0	 6	 0	 -2 -45 51 47
f
a
I
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where the rasidues found from the operations are the as= as given (3.13).
The method requires about 2n3+pgn2+n2 for a low count and about
2a3+pgn2 + Z n2 which are alwit the •age for large mstrices.
c) Escalation Method
The last method to be considered for extension to the expansion of a
matrix of proper rational functions is the escalation method. The usual
procedure would be to extend the scalar cane but where matrices are used
in the procedure as follows. The Horner"a algorithm is used to calculate
the 01 watrices of
n-1
	
i
N(s)	 S0 + F a 	 (a-^)	 (3.16)inl	 ^^n 1	 3
where $0'" .'Sn-l_Rpxq. Equations (2.29)-(2.32) would then be used in a
'a	 matrix form of the tableau.
For the example presented in (3.12), the ,Rorner's algorithm gives
a
N(a)	 4 0 -4 + [-4 -4 7 (s+l)+	 3 72(s+l)(s+3).
-20 24 127 12 5	 -6 5 10
Construct the tableau in the mama manner as the scalar csae using matrices
given	
E(r)	 8(r)
8 (r)
11	 21	 22
r•1	 4 0 —4	 4 0 —
	[-20 24 12	 0	
-20 24 1
y
s	
r-2	
2 0 -2	 f-6 -4 9
	 S	
-4 -4 7
	
-10 12 6	 L3 0 -1 	 1	 7 12 5	 ti
r-3	 1 0 -1	 2 7 3	 -6 -4 9	 d	 3 7 2
	
-5 6 3	 -1 -1 7	 3 0 -1	 2	 -6 5 10
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i
the 'last matrix row of the tableau gives the residues and they agree with
(3.13).'
a
The arithmetic count, considering only multiplies and divides, is
approximately pq(n2+n/2). The method is more efficient than the other two
t,
but the efficiency tends to be less drastic than that for the scalar case
particularly for p and q approximately equal to n for large n.
The Mahoney procedure can be modified so that fewer operations are
required when compared to the matrix formulation given above. Consider
k
the matrix of rational functions given in (3.2) which can be expressed in
the form
em-1
[C ,C , ..... 9(; l
	 sn-2
H(s)	 1 2	
^^ OIqsn+dy "-1+... .+dn
1
The functions
h^
(s)	
n n-1
si
	
i ' 01190....,n-1
a i-d1s	 +.....+dn
appear in (3.17) thuta knowledge of the n-expansions of (3.18) will provide
`	 the basis for the expansion of (3.17). 	 The Mahoney procedure can be used
to expand hn_1 (a) and the tableau can be continued to find the expansions
if h _
	
(s) can be represented by
m -	 (1)lr	 i k -,
hn • 	
i.i
-1	 -0-1(s) 	 i (3.19)k(a-xi)1C+1
it follows that the expansion
`'
9.
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m - (j)
hn-j (a ) '	 I ki•RR,+l ' 1,2,.....,n	 (3.20)i-1 1Z-0 (s-lei)
will contain coefficients riven by
k(j) 
(j+l) i,mi-10. si>1
	 (3.21)ki,m -1i ?ki
and
k(j)-k(^+Z)kij+R
	 l^)	 i.R i.R+l	 tZ	
mi 2,.....,1:	 (3.22)i
Which are the same equations given in (2.29) and (2,30) except ? ` VM 0. The
latter two equations are then used to continue the tableau such that the n
expansions of (3.18) are given in the last n rows of the tableau.
Now it can be seen from (3.17) that the matrix residues Ki RECpxq are
then obtained
k(1)
k(2)
Ki,R a (C 19C29'..0 	 i,R QIq 	(3.23)
k (n)
i,R
where the vectors [ki,R ] are given in the corresponding columns of the last
n-rows of the tableau.
Considering the example in 13 121 the functions given by
sjh ts) -	 - Z j - 0,1,2
w,
i
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9 ay
must bek expanded. Starting with j-2 } the Horner's algorithm gives the table
s3 1	 0 0
s2 1	 -1 1	 711	 -1
F
al 1	 -4 A	 • -3
F
s0 1
P
and the usual Mahoney tableau for h (a) is given by the first three rove of2 ^}
the tableau with the last two rows giving h 1 (a)and h0 (a).
B (r) g(r) 8(r)
11 2,1	 22
s	
r-2
f	
r•3
i4
1
-9/2-1/2
1/4 3/4 -9/2
- 
1/4 1/ 4 -3/2
1/4 -1/4 -1/2
so-1
s1- =4
s2	
S2 - l	 .^
	 a
a
1
1s0 	 z
(J)	 Q)'
k10	
k kQ) ; s
 20 21 }
The corresponding vectors of the expansion of 03.18) are
k (1)k1 3	 k(1)	 -9,O. 0	2,0 2,1
k k (2)	 1	 -1	 (2) 1	 (2)	 1	 -3► 	 k2^01,0	 4 1	 and	 k2 ^ 14	 2
W)
	 1	 k (3) -1	 k (3)	 _1
1,0	
2,0
2,1
and using these vectors in (3.23) will give the correct matrix residues.
The cperation count for the above modified procedure is approximately
pgn2+2n2
-n/2 which is less than the count for the Mahoney matrix formulation
as well as the other procedures, _
4.	 Conclusion
Three methods for computing residues of proper rational functions have
been presented and they all have the property that derivatives for the case.
of repented roots are not necessary.	 The methods have been compared in
operation counts and the escalation method is the most efficient for the
scalar case.
The eigenprojector and the Chen and Leung methods are based on the
algebraic structure of the expansions which is elegant and easy to follow
and the method can easily be extended to the matrix case by continuing
the tableau and then by applying the Kronecker products.
	
This method is
t
shown to be the most efficient in operation counts. 	 When the algorithms
are implemented in a digital computer, programming attention should be
f
f	 k
given to the Kronecker products to minimize the number of arithmetic
p operations.	 The Kronecker products have been used in the development as
a mathematical tool but that does not mean that the equations are to be
implemented as given in the paper.
^n
r.
1
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CHAPTER 5
,ALGEBRAIC THEORY OF A( A	 + C A + K
Chapters 2 and 3 of this report gave the mathematical development of
the algebraic theory of lambda matrices. Lambda matrices of general order
were considered and the properti ; s of the latent rootso vectors and projectors,
were considered. The finite-element model of a structures will generally be
defined by a second-order lambda matrix M Az + CA + K where M is the mass
matrix, C is the damping matrix and K is the stiffness matrix. The latent
roots of such a lambda matrix will generally be distinct except for the
free-free modes which will be repeated and located at the origin of the
eigenvalue space of the associated state-variable matrix.
This chapter discusses the properties associated with the specific
lambda matrix that arises in the finite-element model, i.e., the second-order
lambda matrix. The displacement, damping and identification of the Ctructure
is of interest in the development. The objective in this chapter is to
consider the second-order lambda matrix utilizing the algebraic theory
developed in the previous chapters. The spectral factorization of the second-
order lambda matrix will be described as well as properties associated with
the spectral matrices.
j'
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1. Introduction
The previous chapter of this report gave, the general algebraic theory
of latent roots, vectors and projectors of lambda matrices., The work did
not consider the special came of a second-order lambda matrix such as the
one occurring in the finite-element model for structural analysis. The
dynamics of a vibrating structure can be characterixed by the second-order
differential equation
2
where MR" is the mass matrix CeeXm	 —,	 is the damping matrix, ICEAmxm is
the stiffness matrix, x(t)ee l
 is the displacement vector and F(t)eel
is the force acting on the structure. It will be assumed that M, C, and K
are symmetric positive definite matrices.
The homogeneous equation
2
M dtx + C dt. + Kx D	 (1.2)4
can be transformed to a lambda matrix by assuming that x(t) xQ exp(Xt)
or by taking the Laplace transform of (1.2) with zero initial conditions.
The lambda matrix of interest is the following Work will be of the .form.,,.
p(a) . INx2 + dx + K	 (1.3)	 g
This lambda matrix will have 2m latent roots that occur in complex conjugate
fi>
't
o
A(N) - xa2 + CX + K
FIR
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pairs. 2a right latent vectors in conjugate pairs as well as 2a latent pro-
jectors that are also in conjugate pairs. The normalised lambda matrix
will be taken as the canonic form, since the associated block companitm
matrix
0 I
Ac
-K -C
i
is considered to be in canonic form. As given previously, the eigenvaluas
of Ac are equal to the latent roots of A(a) and the eigenvectors of Ac con.-
tain the latent vectors of A(% as subvectors. The latent projectorsect  ofP 
AM are submatrices of the eigenprojectors of Ac
The algebraic development in t ►iis chapter will be directed toward
establishing the theory and structure of the latent roots, vectors and pro-
jectors of A(X) as given in (1.3) and the structure of C for either speci-
fied mode dampings, or the location of the latent roots of 	 The first
atop in the development will be that of transforming A(a) into the canonic
form and using the canonic form for the algebraic theory of lambda matrices.
The damped and undamped lambda matrices will then be studied and the alge-
braic structure of each form determined.
a
Y93
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2,	 General Theory of Lambda Matricso for Undamped Vibrating System
The general theory of vibrating systems and lambda matr.css has been
coversA . by Lancastero [ 3].	 Some of that material is presented here to pro-
vide the proper setting For the development that follows#
The undamped system that has no viscous or hyaterstic damping and the
free vibrating system can be characterised by the m second-order differen-
tial equations
M d22+ Kx -0	 (2.1)dt
Where x(t)ee l .	 The systsa is undamped and the displacements x iW Will
be sinusoidal therefore if it is assumed that
x(t) - qe]Wt	 (2.2)
6
and equation (2.1) takes the fors
i^.
(-Mw2+K) q - 0	 (2.3)
2If N	 -w , (2.3) can be rewritten as
® (Mp-W) 9 - 0
	
(2.4)
Where M{a+K is a real, regular and symmetric matrix pencil, [3]. 	 A pencil
t
r
of matrices is regular if a) M and K are square matrices and b) M is non-
singular. 1
'. 1
r
,
,
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t
k
T/
H
A simple sstrix pencil of order is has the following properties (31.
a)	 it is a !regular pencil
b)	 it has n linearly independent right and left latent vectors, y
and z 	 respectively.
i
}
Several theorem and corollaries from Lancaster (3) will now be given with-
out pzroofs o
Theorem 2.1	 Latent vectors corresponding to distinct latent roots of a
regular matrix pencil are linearly independent.
Corollary 2;2 A matrix pencil of order a having a distinct latent rants is
a simple pencil.
Theorem 2.3	 A regular matrix pencil Mµ+K is simple if and only if for
every latent root Ni the matrix 2414 has degeneracy equal to the multiplic-
ity of ui.
i
Theorem 2.4	 If a and K are real symmetric matrices and M is positive da-
finite, then M0+K is a simple matrix pencil.
Corollary 2.5 Under the assumptions of Theorem (2.4) all latent roots and
latent vectors of the pencil MN+K are real.
s
jR
aa
I
Theorem 2.5	 The regular pencil Mu+K is defective if and only if there
exists a latent root Ui with a right latent vector yi such that zT tr	 0
for all latent vectors yi of ui.
Corollary 2.6 As a result of the thcarems, the matrix pencil MIA is there-
3
fore a simple matrix pencil and has m latent roots with a linearly inde-
t95 ^-
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^?'Yi,ndent latent vectors.
The lambda matrix
A(^)	 X2 + K	 (2.5)
{ will therefore have 2m latent roots Xi  	 3 ^ ijW10'	 The latent vectors
for (2.5) will be real since (MX+K)eR^mI	 and the latent vector for +jwi0
will be equal to the latent vector of — jwi0 .	 All latent roots appear in
a
imaginary pairs, *jwi0, and there will be only m linearly independent: right
and left latent vectors.	 purtthermore, since A(X) is symmetric, the right
and the left latent vectors must be equal for a latent root 	 Xi , i.e.
zi . yi	 (2.6)
where A(X )—°
	
0 and A (a }z	 0.
The latent projectors for an undamped vibrating sytotem for a latent
". root Xi are given by
i
4
_z
^	 yi	 i	 yi yi
Pi'0	 dA(X	 --	 •	 dA(ai)	
(2.7)
—T
zi	 da	 yi	 yida yi
but since dX(X )/dX	 2M ai , (2.7) becomes
r
w
y Y
p1 , 0 ._
2^ 	 ( i 	 i)	 (2.8)
Myi	 y
Theorem 2 . 7	 The latent projectors for an imaginary pair of latent roots
of the lambda matrix for an undamped vibrating system occur in imaginary ,	 }
pairs
1
f
4
t
r
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^a	 x
p21-1 0	 " y2i 0	 (2.9)
a
i_
where it has been assumed that the latent roots are arranged in the order
r X21-1 " JWi0 and, X21 N _jWi0• The latent pro jectors for each pair are
lin"arty dependent.
The proof of Theorem 2.6 follows directly from (2.8).	 If XU-1
	 jWioi
and X21
	
. -,jwi0 then
^
r-T1	 yi yi 	 -1	 yi Y l
r
'.
P21 ^0	
2 ^jWO	
()	
2jW0 (ii)
g2i-1,0 ^ 
=p
21-1,0	 G'••20)
x_._
E
'Theorem 2.8	 The latent projectors for different pairs of latent roots,
i
1
}li	
P  
for an undamped vibrating system must be orthogonal,
w.
A
pi 3O Pj r O ^ 0	 (2.11)
The latent projectors for the simple matrix pencil Mµ+K	 0 are ortho-
gonal since this latent -problem can be related to the aigen-problem.
	
If
P	 W2	 then10
a
s
1/2	
-1/2- -1/2_	 172K-Mµ	 M	 (M	 KM	 1P )M	 (2.12)
E1
where it is assumed that M is positive definite. 	 It then follows that thq
G determination of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of K-Ip
	 is a standard
aigen-problem.	 The eigenprojectors of this algebraic system must satis fy
py.
,
I	 j^
t
97
-
n
the usual orthogonal property with
pKi 3 O PKj ► Q	
0 (2.12)	 j
d
l	 s The eigenprojectors of K-Iµ	 and the latent projectors of K+71 2 X. are related
with
PP	 ^► 	 + P	 P*	 a	 + P*	 xKi 3 O	 21.400 21-1	 UtO 21	 21-1 21-1	 21:1 21-1 (2, 13)
9
The latent vectors of 7121-1 and X21 auz real and equal and since there are
J
only a linearly in3apandant latent vectors far- K: Ip 	the latent vectors in
P LO and P ^^ must be orthogonal in order for (2.12) to hold with Jfi.
'w.
k	 ,;,
C	 7j
j^ 4
9
k^
i
{
F
11
`t a,
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3.	 The Cholesky Decomposition and the Canonic Form
Any symmetric positive matrix B M B T can be decomposed into a product
c	 of two triangular matrices, Q and Q T by the Cholesky algorithm. 	 The canonic
e
lambda matrix form can be obtained by factoring H out of (1. 2) , to the
right or to the left, but this process would destroy the symmetry of the
resulting lambda matrix.
	
Rather than carry out this operation, the macs
matrix can first be decomposed by the Cholesky algorithm ( 261 with
M • QQl	(3.l)
E	 whams QEBmxm'is a lower triangular matrix and QT will be an upper triangular: d
matrix.	 If Q is now factored to the left and QT to the right, (1.3) takes
the form
it	 _
i(1)	 Q(IA2+CX+KjQT 	QA(X)QT 	(3.2)
where (1)	 C - Q 1CQ T and K R Ql iC QT .	 Since C and K have been assumed
s^
to be symmetric, C and K will also be symmetric.
The latent roots of A(X) will be equal to those of A(X), which can be
}
easily shown.
	
Defining A(a) as,
IAMJ -1- Y [AI-J] 
_l 
ZT
where ZeCmX2m is the left latent vector matrix and YCC2mxn is the right
latent vector matrix, then
on 
YDI-jj	(3.4) "" a
(1) The superscript (-T) will be used to denote the transpose of the inverse
of the matrix. "!
L1
rf
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to
The normalization process gi,* .n in (3.2)'--All thersfors reap the latent vec-
tors y of A(X) into yi with	 o
Y	
QTyi	 yicc°X1	 (3.5)
f
in addition, A(X) has sysisstry thus
ii
J. W yi QT	71 zicc 	 (3.6)
The Chole!sky decomposition and factorization will leave the latent roots
invariant but the latent vectors will be modified as in (3.5) 4nd (3. 6)
The block companion matrix associated with A(X) will be as given in
(1.5) and its a genv4tiluss will be equal to the latent roots of A(a). The
	
s	
right eigenvector of Ac are given by
Jl
`
	
yci ~	
y 
i	 (3.7)
.1	 iy
	
u	 and the left eigenvactor of Ac is
zi (^il+c)	 yi(X X+C)
	
zGi r
	
(3.8) 	 S
zi	 yi
	
Y '	 for Xi with i a ls3,5,...^m-le The eigenvectors for the sigenvalue Xi with
index i - 2,4,6,...,m are equal to the complex conjugate of (3.7) and (3 . 8). i
	
'	 It wi ll be assumed throughout the development that the latent roots of
^9
A(X) are distinct except for those At tho origin, iod X"O All latent
roots will appear in conjugate pairs including those at zero which must be
present in an even number and all latent vectors will occur in conjugate
	
r
pairs.
The tompslnion form matrix Ac
 has the spectral resolution
2m	 m
(E.4)	 Ac	 I P FOXi .	 (Pi^O^i+P S OX*)	 X3.9)
G,
and the partial fraction expansion of (XT-A)- 1
 is given by
2m P
[AcWfl W [at-Ac]-1 "
	
(1+	 (,3 :10)	 m'
which can also be defined as
1	 m	 PRi.OX+(PRi.Oi+P Ii.OWi)(A C) l'	 2c	 i-1	 X2+2aia+(Cq+Wi) (3. 11)
where Phi 
O	
Ra (P1 O ) and P I1 0 r Im (Pi O) '	 If (3.9) in the spectral re-
..
s	 ^	 r
solution of Ac , then
F 2m
Ac (A)
	
al:Ac P1'0(a-Xi)
i t
' m [P i+O (X-^ )+P1,0(a-Ai).] {:3.12)
i
which can also be given as
y
M
Ac (,^) "	 C(p+P)^-(Pi3OXi+P#,Qa )]
iF^l
(3.13)
^1
11
w
A
f
^
ILA
i
9
707
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it follows from (3.14) that	 1)
(K•l)	 (Pi'p+p*i00),	 I	 (3.14)
and
m
(Pi ^p?^i+P i ^ Oai)	 Ac
p
(3.15)-K	 -C
4
Recalling that an eiganprojoetor P i3O is defined as
i T
Pi3O	 yCi yci M
wy
^i
T[yi(XiX+C) 'YTa (3.16)iyi
r
for normalized eigenvectors, then yi yi will be properly normalized and
7
r
yiyi{aiz+c)
	 yiYi
f P
i3O
(3.17)
yiyi(J^I+cJ^i> iyiyi
1
Pi,p(y+C)	 Pi3O
A
^Pi 3 OK 	Pi3O
where Pi	 is a latent projector of the canonic lambda matrix. Equation
(3.17) can also be derived from (Ac (A)]-^ from which it follows thata
1yi	 P	 ' l	 _x
(Ac^^)^-	 ^A(^))
I+C	 I (3.18)
d
9
-K	 XI
5
i't
'k
E
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i
a
thus
7^1I+C	 T
^'j -1 ^	 -1i p	 (A+1i) IAc (.1i)J	 (X+Nd CA(Xi)]
K	 a Ii
A
P,O(X 1+0)	 P ri 0
'
-P	 x	 P	 xr	 i,4	 i	 it o
(3.19)
1
Equation (3.14) can ba used with (3.17) or (3.19) to derive the arasult
(Ll)	 (Pi'O+Pi 0}C) (3.20)
m
and from (2.15)
A
(L.2)	 F	 (PitQxi+Pi*C?^#)	 I (3.21)
^l
m
22*
(L.3)	 ..0(P	 xi+Pe 	X)ii^l	 i	 i.0
(3.22)i ^ C
Equations (3.20) and (3.22) expresses the invar ances for the assignment of
a
damping In the system and are key equations.
	
The assignment of damping will.
be disccmaed later.
Two of the propertios of the eigenprojectors can be used to derive
properties of the latent projectors.
	 The sigenprojector are idempotent
matrices thus
W(E.2)	 Pi^O Pi^ Q	Pi'Q
;k
.r
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Substituting for P iWo into the above equation jiva-A
(L.4)	 P	 P	 (A 14-0) F	 Ptoo	 i t o	 i	 ito	 i 3 O "dX	 L'o
and
A
(L^. 5)	
ito 
X 
1 
04 
Pito 
(X 
i 
I-K) P 
ito	
(3.24)
The companion matrix A. will have 2m linearly independent stlenvectors
in which case the *igenprojectors are orthogonal with
(E. 3)	 P. too P J.0	
0	 1 0 j
Substituting for P 
i3O 
and P 
J10 
and using (3.11) gives
A	 %
(L.6)	
T/i, 0 
(X 
i 
I+X 
i 
14C)p 
J, o , 
0	 (3.25)
and
(L, 7)	 P
too 
(X X I-K) P
J, o	0
	
(3.26)
Properties of the eigenprojectors for the companion matrix and the
canonic lambda matrix are an—ari;ted in Table 5.1. These properties form
the basis for the development of the aosignmQnt of damping. Each of these
properties have been verified with an example and ,a computer run.
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Table 5.1
	
Summary of the Proporp`•;ae of the Eigen/latent Projectors x
(r distinct roots of multiplicity mi-1)
Ac 	 Block Uawponion Form
n
Pi ,R . aiBenprojactors, P ill 	 latent projector
E.1
r
Pi,o - I
X
E.2 P1,C Pi
► Q 
- Pi
,C 	i - l,x,... ,r
E3 Pi 0 PJ
► p	
0	 1f J
E5 AC
.,K
	 -C -	
CPi Ai + Pi► O	 ► 1l
X
E.6 [Ac( a 1 ) l-(I a Z + CX + Kl [-K
+C	 T `	 4
4
6 1I
3
t
E.7 Pi C ' { (JI - ai)	 [A(	 -d i) CA( A) ]- „) (^	 distinct root), {
i
E.8 Pi	 -	 !	 d	 -1 { (A-A ) m1-1'[A (a))-l}	 A	 repeated root)► d
(A' 1+0	 Pi ► pPi3O
E.9 Pi 3 O
`
t
*
-Pi^CK
	
^Pi,U
E.10
r	
mi-1	 P
CAC ( A) l -1 -	 i.JtR
_	
a
+l
i
it
a
f
r
i_
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p l C 1,
1^.1X
	
Ali
Pilo as + Pi,1
E.12 A
c 
A
cj r 0	 i
r
k E.13 A;	 ci
t
E14 A	 P
ci	 c itU
k
A(1) I &C *K Canonic Formtry.., 	 ,.	 ....
S..	
xm A
	
m	 A	 "A*
m	 L.1	 PLO'	 034-1^n+P2i-1,0) ` 0
2m	 m
L.2 i t 
Pito 1 i01 (PU- j 0, x21-fl i-i,Ah-l) I
Zm
L.3	 (Pi^0 i0 X4 1 2 ) -C
i.1
A.	 A	 A
L.4	 Pi C Pi3O(? ,,I+C)Pioo
L.5	 Pt,-01i 0 Pi,o(1 I-K)Pi,C
h .>
A
L.6	 P (1 I+ 1 I+C) P	 0
L.7	 Pa a	 Qi,Q (_,i ^ I-K P) ^,0
A.	 T	 T dA( ai)	 T.
L.8	 Pi O Ygif(YI	 d1 Yi) Pigi
%1
i,
k
f
f
T
l^
4	
#
is
g;
}
}
{
F
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4, Spectral Xsetorization of A(X)
Section 3 of this chapter considers the restrictions on the eigen-
projectors and the latent projectors of the companion form of A c
 and the
canonic form of A(X). In addition to these restrictionso studies of A(1)
will reveal other :restrictions.
Consider the undamped lambda matrix for +che structure with
A(A) 0 IX2+K.	 (4,1)
The matrix coefficients of A(X) are mKa and A(A) will have 2a latent roots
Xi . Let K+ denote a mxm matrix with eigonvalues X, - jwj where W 0 and
similarly let C have eigenvalues Xi • -jwi with w 
21 LO The free-free
latent roots at X'i 0 will be equally split into the spectrum of K+ and
that of 1C. The lambda matrix admits the spectral factorization
A(X) • (IX+K+) (Ix+ )
	 (4, 2)
where for the undamped case of (4.1)
K K*K	 (4,35
0 e+K	 (4.4)
The stiffness matrix has eigenprojectors PKi^a thus K can be constructed by
the sum
R
106
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IA
where
	
w .	 Now K can be factored, as given in (4.3) with
K*	 FKoO AKi	 %Ki	 JWi	 (4'6)
E
r
u	 -
and
j
^t	 3
K w it P LO	 »JWi	 (4+7)
i
2	
Note that (4-4) is satisfied sinceKi	 Ki	 ^Ki	 wi .with 
K +K.	 i t (pKi3OJwi7PKi3Ojwi
	
0	 (4.8)
+	
m	
,
e
i
as required.	 An example can be given to illustrate the facflorization
K(1 0 J) MATRIX
9	 "5	 0
-5	 11	
-6
0	 -6	 13
it
	
EIGENVALUES
3.11262	 10.6609
	 19.2264
3 *	 RIGEST.CTOR 'MATRIX
.587523	 .737925	 .332087
.691794	 -.24513
	 -.679214
t	 .419805	 -.62879
	 .654513
l	 EIGENPROJ'ECTOR FOR LAMBDA . 3.].1262
.345184	 .406446
	 .246645
.406446	 .47858	 .290418
##
	 .246645	 .290418	 .176236
EIGFS 'ROJECTOR FOR LAMBDA . 10.6609
.544534	 -.180888	
-.464
-.180808	 .0600886
	 .395377
-.464
	 .154135
	 .395377
	 ri
Note, that -1K'-and JK -r:*e square roots of K, i.e. Klf2 .
„	 i
r1 `
t	 t
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EIGENPROJECTOR p'OR LAMBDA	 19.224'4
.110282	 -.225558	 .217355
-.225558	 .461331	 -.444554
.217355	 -.444554	 .428387
Using (4.6) 0 K+ is given by s a,
2.87052	 -0.862557	 -0.126807
F-0.862567K+	 j 3.06338	 -0.933635
X^
-0.12807	 -0.933635	 3.48026
i
and
x^
When damping is to be added, K is invariant under damping assignment
thus the lambda matrix becomes ttt
is An(A) - IA Z#C^+x - (IA+%) (IX+KD) (4.9)
l
elI where
K • (4.10)Y
1 0 ' ^+ (4.11)
!
The invariance of K can be satisfied by postmultiplying K+ by a unitary
I At
matrix and premultiplying K by the transpose of the conjugate of the uni-
tary matrix, i.e.
r KKUUK	 KD (4.12)
from Ohich it follows that
t
M
`
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a
C - K+U+U*K - K+U+U* 0e) * (4.13)
The most general form of U is complex with U 	 UR
 jUI and since 'K+ is
imaginary with K" - -K+
(('
I^
C - (YJ r) (UR-3 UI)+(UR+j
 U ) (Ki-J Ki) (4.14)
^u
where KR - 0 for the undamped case therefore
a
Re(C) - C	 K UI+UiKi (,4.15) 1
Im(C) '
.
0 ' KIUR URKx (4.16)
3
Recalling that K 	 %KD, then
K - %KD - K+(UR j U1 ) (UR+J UI )TK (4.17)
and that K - QK1/2 ) (-jK1 -	 K K , (4.17) takes the form
a 1/2T l j2
	
{.	 _
K	 K	 (UI+J UR) (UI j UR) K	 Yb KD (4.18)
The upper-half spectral matrix Kp must have eiggivalues equal t,i the latent
	 {
roots of A(a) for the upper-half plane.
	 Similarly, KD must contain eigen-
i
values only in the lower
-half plane.	 Figure 4.1 below shows the eigenvalue
locations for the undamped and d
	 ,	 amped matrices
	 K+ and 1CD.
x a
r
x
3
5
Lj
i. ,..^- I allow",
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eigenvalues of damped x eigenvalues of undamped
system system
Figure 4.1
r
The damping problem requires that a unitary matrix be found such that
U	 UR+J UZ (4.19)
il
U(U*) - r (4.20) i
URUR + UIU	 Z (4.21)
I
UTUR - URUI 	 0 (4.22)
where U* is the complex conjugate transpose of U. 	 The damping matrix is
given by
t	 i
C
	
K12 UZ + U K1^ 2 (4. 23)
r
0 K1/2 U -U T  K1/2R R (4.24)	 °
with the additional constraint that C be triadiag_
It follows from the above analysis that the lambda matrix A(a) admits
a spectral factorization.
Aw - (Tx+K+) (ix+`C.)	 (4.25)
for the undamped case with K ^ K+ and
AD(a) . [Ik+K+(UR j Ul)][ IX+(UTT U^)K.]	 (4.26)
for  the damped case. The complex unitary matrix must have the property that
C as defined in (4.23) properly accounts for the damping implemented in the
^d
structure. If C is tridiagonal then UeC nxn mustsatisfy the tridiagonal
r property as well as satisfy (4.24).
The.:matrix function
k	 C f(U)	 (K+) U + U* (r,
t
given in (4.13) has the following properties; Tausaky and Wielandt [28]
a) The nxn complex matrices K+ and * U are nonsingular if f(U) is a
^	 x	 `
positive definite matrix
b) f(U) is linear over the subfield R of real numbers.
9
Property a) can be shorn as follows; let z denote r vector such that Uz U
which implies that U is singular. It follows that
r
K+Uz+z*U* (K+) lit z*f (U) z	 0	 (4.27)	 r
e
Thus f(U) is not positive definite. Similarly, if K+ is singular then
zK	 Q and
eK+U+U* (K+) *z* r z f (U) z* 0
and this is a contr^^diction of a).
Property a) then implies that if K+ is singular, e.g. eigenvalues at
the origin then C will be singular. Since K+ can be positive semi-defi.ntte
^: -daf taw never K 	 sethe C will. be positive s mi	 ini	 ha	 + is mi definite. The
matrix K+ is the spectral factor of K thus K will also he positive seal-
definite when a is positive semi-definite.
I ^
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OPTIMAL CONTROL OF S8LECTLD MODES
The usual approach taken in applying optimal control theory is to
determine state or output feedback for all of the modes of the system.
This procedure works quite well when the number, of modes in the system is
not large but the computational load for several hundred modes makes this
type of control, impractical if time varying gain is used. Even when a
constant gain ij used, the computation of the gain is not a trivial task.
There have been numerous papers, see [29]-[30], published in applying
optical ccatrol theory to structure with the development based on reduced-
order models. The computational load can be reduced significantly by this
approach but the reduced-order model must be carefully chosen if mode spill
over is to be avoided.
The work in this section will take an entirely different direction.
The computational load for the procedure is reasonable and the mode spill
over problem can be eliminated. The spectral factorization algorithm will
be used to decouple the selected modes from other modes of the structure.
The optimal control theory will then be used to construct the feedback for
the selected modes. The uncontrolled modes are uncoupled from the control
modes and the possibility of mode spill over is eliminated.
The method presented in this chapter is similar to that of Oz and
Meirovitch [31] where the modes ara decoupled and the.6ptimal control is
determined for each mode. The major difference is in the method of de-
coupling and the computational procedure.
113
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1. Introduction
Consider the state equation for a plant with
x(t) - AX( t) + BU(t)	 (1 . 1)
where Achnxn is the system matrix, geexm is the input force matrix,
X(t)eRnxl' is the state vector and U(t)eRmX1 is the force vector. Let J be
the associated scalar cost function with
J (X Pu, t) - -1 xT (0)ax(0) + 1	 [XJ (t)Q1X(t)+Ul(t)Q,U(t)]dt .	 (1.2)
The Hamiltonian for the system is
H(X,U,P,t) 
-12 xx(t) QlX ( t) + 2 Ux (t)Q2u(t ) +PT (t) [AX(t) +BU(t))	 (1.3)
from which it follows that X ( t), P(t) and 'u(t) must satisfy the equations
X(t) - AX(t) + BU(t)	 (1.4):
T
p	 Q^U (t)+BTP(t)	 (1.6)
The desired control for minimizing the cost function is
-1 TU (t) -Q2 H P (t)
where it will be assumed that
P( t) " RX(t)
Differentiating (1.$) with respect to t and using (1.4) Aral (1.5) gives 	 ^	 1
the algebraic Riccati equation
-	 -Q1 + AT R+ RA RBQ2 1 BT R 0	 (1.'9)
r
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For R.	 Substituting R into (1.8) and the resulting equation into (1.7)
gives the control
n
U(t) - --Q2IBTRX(t)	 (1.10)
This control will give the closed loop matrix
A-BQ2lBTR	 (^ •)
It is usually assumed that H, and Q1
 are symmetric positive semi-definite
matrices and Q2 is symmetric but positive definite. 	 The Riccati matrix
obtained from (1.9) will also be symmetric and positive definite.
	 The
matrices H, Ql and Q2 are weighting matrix` chosen to fix
	 the cost penalty
^i
for the initial conditions;, the displacements and the control effort.
An example will now be given to illustrate the computational procedure.
Let A be
i
`
0	 0	 1	 0
A 0	 0	 0	 1
01-9 	 5	 -1	 0 -K	 -Cr^
5	 -11	 0	 -1
k
0	 0	 1	 0 _
BT ^
a 0	 0	 191
P*4
I H	 0
V
Ql ' 14X4
Q2	I2x2
Substituting into (1.9) gives
t
\
li
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1	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 -9	 5	 0( 0'	 1	 0
^1	 y^	 A	 7 y	
10	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0	 5	 -11	 RT^t	 0. 0	 0	 1
P
l
j	 0	 0	 1	 0	 1	 0	 -1 	 0	 -9 5	 -1	 0t
0	 0	 0	 1	 o	 1	 0	 -.	 5 -11 	 0	 -1 E
0	 0	 0	 0
-R	 0	 0	 0	 0	 R	 0
0	 0	 1	 0
0	 0	 0	 1
f
p	 y	 g
The algebraic solution to this equation is
u,
4.1817	 -2.02521	 0.0736876 0.033291
-2.02521	 4.99179	 0.033291 0.060371
R 9
r'	 00736876	 0033291	 0,465215 0.022792 _-
0.033291	 0.060371
	 0.022792 0.456098 ?	 1
and the closed loop matrix is
0	 0	 0 0
A 	 0	 0	 0 1
f	 -9.07369	 4.96671	 -1.46522 -0.022792
{	 4.96671	 -11.0604	 -0.0227921 -1.4561
k	 The eigenvalues for the open loop system are X - -0.5tj2.15661 and
X - -0.5±j3.85344 whereas the closed loop eigenvalues are a a -0.741952±
J2.10985 and a - -0.718708ij3.82303.
It should be noted that if the closed loop system matrix repregents a t
model of the form
w
0	 T
e
A
-K	 -C
117
it is necessary to modify the stiffness matrix.	 It should also be pointed
out that 0 does not represent a model with passive damping as C does not
have the proper structure,	 If the closed loop system has the feedback do-
fined in (1.10), 'there are no restrictions since this control law is not
for a passive system.
` The control vector for optimal control should`lalways be constructed
from the velocity elements of the structure if the matrix form given above
is to result from the control,, 	 Basically this means that the B matrix
should have zero elements in the upper half, i.e. in the first nxm block
of A.
The algebraic Riccati solution for the example given above required
that a 2nX2t matrix be used where A is On.	 It is obvious that a system 3
with a large number of modeq is not suitable for the above type of analysis.
a
The optimal, control procedure above will also add damping to all modes
where it may only be necessary to damp a few modes.
The analysis presAAted'above is more difficult when an undamped system
is considered.	 The reason for this is due to the presence of multiple
eigenvalues of the matrix considered in solving the algebraic Riccati
t
equation.	 The mode decoupling method presented in the next section will
E	 consider an undamped system and the computational problems with the alge-
braic. Riccati equation will be eliminated,
f
]3
.1119
its
2.	 Nods Decoupling
A method will be given in thin section that decouples some of the
modes from the remaining ones so that the optimal control, strategy con be
carried out on a sower-order system.
Consider the undamped system matrix with C-0 such that A is
0	 I
A	 (2.1)
-K	 p
where K is positive definite.	 The eigenvaljies of A are along the jw axis
and occur in complex conj ugate pairs.	 The eigenvalues of K are given by
'	 wi where 3w
	
is an eigenvalue of A.	 This suggests that the spectral decom-
t
position of A can be obtained from considering
	
K rather than A.
Suppose that there exists a similarity transformation matrix'T K such
that
KBl	 0
TKKT-	 (2.2)
0	 KB2
where KBi has eigenvalues Xj<Ip land K 2 has egenvalues Xi>I p ,. if oucha
matrix exists, then KB
 gives the spectr4t decomposition of K.	 To find TK,
the eigenvectors of K must be found or the sign algorithm can be used to
4	 generate T.
	 The eigenvector procedure will probably be the most efficient
for large systems so the procedure will be based on that method,
Let OK denote the eigenv:Actor of K from which it follows that the in-
verse of T is constructed from the columns of 0K .	 Consider the stiffness
matrix a
9	 -5	 0
K	 -5	 11	 -6 rf ^
0	 -6	 13
1
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t	 for which the eigenvalues are
X1 w 3.11262
^2 m 10.6609
X3 - 19.2264
and the eigenvectoV matrix is
0.587523	 0.737925	 0.332067
04	0,691794 -0.24513	 0.679214
	
0.419805 -0.62879	 0.654513
The eigenvectora are ordered in the same larder an khn ^lgenvalues. 
Assume now that TK s to be constructed such that X, contains` the
has eigenvalues X2 and X3. The eigenveetor matrixeigenvaiu  X and K132 
	
Is partitioned with
	
1
i
X11 01	
0.587523	 0.737925	 0.332087'
2
	• 0.691794 0.24513	 0.679214 y	 ^
X21 x'22	 0.419805 -0.62879	 0.654513
and T is then given by
	
I	
^12 22
TK1 Z
	
(2.3)
1
-^'21^'il	 I	 -	 '.
or numerically
a
	
-0.5
	
-0.58874 -0.357266
TKi	-0.59874	 0.5	 D
	
0.357266	 0	 0.,5
The inverse of TK is
a
6
iiL
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A
rK'N
-0.690368	 0,812842 -0.49329
T  •	 -0.812892
	 1.04264	 -0.580837
-0.49329	 0.580837	 1.64753
The similarity transform as expressed in (2.2) gives
3.11262	 0	 0	 0
..	 0	 16.8874 -2.42734	 ^^
0	
-6	 13	 0	 KB2
which use the correct eigenvalues.
If KAl is to be 2x2 with a gonvalues Xl and X20 the partitioning of
0K
 would be changed so that ill is 2x2, X22 is lxl, etc. The transforma-
tion matrix is then constructed and the similarity transformation applied.
Thus far, the spectral decomposition of K has been carried out but
the system matrix given in (2.1) must be considered as this is the matrix
that is of concern. Let T be a new transformation matrix with
TK 0
T =
	 (24)
0	 T 
Using T as given in (2.4) Chen
TK 0	 0 T' TK 0 ^l	 0	 7C
TAT-1	_ 	 ^x	 (2.5)
0 T 	 -K 0 0 T 
	 TKVK 4',
gives a new system matrix with K B
 in the lower loft corner of the matrix:
Substituting the value of KB
 from the example, the new matrix is
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0	 0 0 1 0 0
0	 0 0 0 1 0
TAT"1	 0	 0 0 0 0 1
-3.11262	 0 0 0 0 0
0	 -16.8874 2.42734 0 0 0
0	 6 -13 0 0 0
which is not block diagonalired.	 To block diagonalize TAT-1 	ca
row-column interchange matrix E where
1	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0
0	 0	 0	 1	 0	 0
E.	 0	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0
0	 0	 1	 0	 0	 0
0	 0	 0	 0	 1	 0
0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 1
The block diagonal farm can then be found with
AS n ETATi1E ^ TAATAl
0	 1	 0	 0	 0 0
	
-3.11262 0	 0	 0	 0 0
0	 0	 0	 0	 1 0	 (2.6)
0	 0	 0	 0	 0 1
0	 0 -16,8874 2.42734 0 p
0	 0	 6	 --13	 0 0
The spectral decomposition process will modify the state vector X(t)
as will now be shown. Let V (t) be do£ined as the transformed vector
sfx
V(t)	 TAX(t)	 (2.1)	 ,
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therefore
v(t) - TAB (t) - TAAX(t)
but X(t)	 TA1V(t) thus
V(t) TAATAlV(t)
(2.8)
4
(2.9)
1.
g, The similarity transformation on A to block diagonalize A will map K(t) into
a new vector V(t) where
4, 0
V(t)	 E X(t) (2.10) r	 ;y 0	 TK
or {
.: Til	 0
X(t) _1
0	 TK
E V(t) (2.11)
For the example given in this section T 	 ETA is
-0.690368	 -0.812892	 -0.49329	 0 0 0
0	 0	 0	 -0.690368 -0.812892
-0.49329
T	 ET
A
-0.812892	 1.04284	 -0.580837
	
0 0 0
,.
-0.49329	 -0.580837
	 1.64753	 0 0 0
f r
t 0	 0	 0	 -0.812892 1.04284 -0.580837
0	 0	 0	 -0.49329 -0.580837 1.64753_j s
thus the vector V(t) has components vi (t) with
i
v1 (t) _ -0.690368x1 (t)-0.812892x2 (t)--0.49329x 3 (t)
Fr
v2(t) a -0.690368x1(t)-0.812892x2(t)-0.49329x3(t)
v6 (t)-0.49329 x1 (t)-0.580837x2 (t)+1.64753x3(t);
i
';..
4i
1
123
where XT (t)	 (xl (t) x2 (t) x3 (t) xl (t) x2 ( ,t) x() for the undamped model.
All of the computations for the decomposition given in this section
are carried out by considering the K matrix which is mxm. It is not neces
-sary to find the eigenvectors of the A matr `x since the necessary information
is contained in K.
f^
CCpp
^
r
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3.	 optimal Control oif t ^! Undamped oecoupled State Matrix
' it was shown in the previous section that the stat4' matrix could be
i?
j block diagonalzed with selected_taigenvalues of A placed in one of the
o
jk selected block matrices. 	 Let the block matrix for the undamped system
have the general fo`m
^j
AB = TAT
UABl (3.1)
r'
_... 0_	 AB 2
ti where 
ABl has egenvalues	 hi i< p and AB2 has eigenvalues J Xi j >p with p a.
F
scalar variable and A is the undamped matrix.	 The value of p will be
F..
chosen to include the desired modes in ABA.
Consider now the al gebraic Riccati equationn  .for A and let __B be the
' L decoupled matrix, thus R must satisfy
—Oi1AjR+UeR BQ2 	B	 R	 0	 (3.2).
where Q 	 and Q2 are weighting matrices for V(t) and U(t).	 The matrix B
15p
represents the control input matrix where
V(t)	 ABV(t) + Bu	 (3.3) j
with AB defined in (3.1) and B	 TB.	 It will be assumed that the algebraic
Riccati equation is completely decoupled Such th^ ►t
a
411 + AB1Rl + RIABl	 Rl(BQ21)1	 R1	 0	 "	 (3.4)
412 + AB2R2 + R2AB2 - R2(B 
Q21 B ) 2	 Rl s 0	 (3.5)
i
The Riccati matrices Rl and R2 can be found independently since the equations
are decoupled. g
j r)i
3
125
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i
Substituting for AB in (3.2),
Ql + T-TATAE + RTAT-1 - R B Q2^ ^ BT R • 0	 (3.6)
and rearranging gives
T1QjT + ATT RT + TRTA TTRTBQ21BTTTRT 0	 (3.7)
Defining R . T RT and Ql . TTr^l T gives
Q + ATR + RA - RBQ-lBTR . 0	 (3.8)
which is the usual algebraic Riccati equation for the general optimal con-
trol problem.
Denoting equation (3.4) as system 1 and (3.5) as system 2, it fi)llows
	
j
that system 1 has the system equation
V1(t) = AB1V1 ( t ) + Blul (t)	 (3'9)
1	 I
with cost
TJ
l (V1 , ul,t)	 IV ( t ) Q11V1 ( t ) + u^( t)Q21u1 (t) dt	 (3.10)
The other system has the state equation 1
y
V2 (t)	 AB2V2 (t) + B2u2 (t)	 (3.11)
J
	
t	 and cost
	
1
	
}	
J2(V2,u2,,t)
	
0 ^V2(t)Q12V2(t) + u2 (t)Q22u2 (t)]dt	 (3.12)
	 ti
	
L
711
	 where the initial state cost has been neglected. Assuming that the first
system is the desired system for damping, then B2 0 will leave system 2
k -
t
E
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undamped R2 - 0. It then Follows that the uncoupled system Riccati equation
is
T -	 T
_	 T11R1T11	 T11R1x12
R - T'T RT	 (3.13)T ^M	 T
T12R1Tll	 T12'R1T12
Since R1
 will be symmetric then B will be symmetric as desired. The cAtifrol
input vector B will have the form
B1	
B1
B °'	 (3.14)
B2	 0
therefore
B1 	 (T11-T12T22T21)	 (T21
-T22^12T11)-
1
	H1
B r	 - T-19 ^	 _
2	 (T12 T11T21T22	 (T22-T21T11T12)-1
	 0
(3.15)
The numerical value of B^ car, be chosen such that B1 is zero and B2 0.
The closed loop system matrix is then given by
•	 j
c I
r
i
5t
a
i
f
A
k
0	
1	
0
A	 A:BQ lBTR
0
.
2 -K	 0 -
_
B BTTT
-
R T	 B BTTT	 T
(3.16)
22 12 111	 22128112/
1
where it may be possible	 B Tto make B	 T  R TY	 p	 2 2 12 1 11 0 b	 roeY p op rly selecting B2
`
and the weighting matrices.
	 In general, this matrix will not be zero and
the stiffness of the structure will be changed.
The example used in Section 2 will bid used to illustrate the computa- g3K,t
tional procedure.
	
The stiffness matrix was
9	 -5	 0
K -5	 11	 -6
0	 _6	 13
1
gg
Ii
n
fl
r
r
i
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where
ABl
	 [
0	 1
-3.11262 0
ti	 and
i
p^
0	 0 1	 0
A$2
0	 0 0	 1
'F -16.8874
	
2.42734 0	 0
I 6	 -13 0	 0
The first step is to select B such that Bl f 0 and B2 	 0 which can b,,.ob-
tained from:B . TB 'where j
3
-0.690368	 -0.812892	 -0,49329 0 0 0
—
bll
I
f 0	 0	 0
- .690368 - .812892 -0.49329 bl2
}
-0.812892	 1.04284
	
-0.580837 0 0 0 bx3
-0.49329	 -0.580837	 1.64753 0 0 0 b13
0	 0	 0 -0.812892 1.04284 -0.580837 b14
A 0	 0	 0 -0.49329 -0.580837 1.64753 b15
I
O
1
0
B
1
0 b2
1
0 y
' 0
The solution to this equation is j
BT	 [0	 0	 0	 -0.5	 -0.588738	 -0.357266]
Ei
t
where the last m elements is the eector of T l belonging to the controlled
9
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mode.
Selecting the 2x2 matrix AB1 for damping, then for Q11 . 1, Q21 I
and 1 . CO 11, the Riccati equation is
1 0	 0 '-3,11262	 0	 1_	 0 0
'+'	 R +R	 -R	 R r 0
0 1
	 1 0	 1 1 -3.11262 0	 0 1
	
1
which has a solution
10.
48385 0.10098
R1 -
.1.0098
	 1.09363
and AB1 closed loop is
i
p
0	 1
	
fl
ABl . AB1-B1Q2 B 1 R 1	 3.2136 -1.09363
To recover the full Riccati matrix, use R T RT which gives
f
fx
2.61365 3.07751 1,8675.a	 .0481279 .0566694 .0343889
3.07751	 3.62369
	 2.19898
	 .0566694 .0667269 .0404921
	 !
R	 1.86753	 2..19898	 1.33441	 .0343889 .0404921 .024572
.0481279 .0566694 .0343889 .521233
	 .613739
	 .372438
.0566694 .0667269 .0404921 .613739
	 .722664
	 .438536
.0343889 .0404921 .024572
	 .372438	 .438536
	 .266119
r
The closed loop system matrix is given by A R A-BQ21BTR where the numerical
values are
j
_0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 x
0	 0	 0	 0	 1	 p
A	 0	
0	 0	
0	
0	
1
9.03456
	 4.95896	 .0249062	 -.377504
	 .444.502	 -.269739
	 r
F4.95896	 11.0483
	 5.97067
	 -.444502	 .52339
	 .317611
	 i
.0249063	 5.97067 -13.0178
	 .269739 -.317611
	 .192737
x
1f.
fs` OR'0111AL PAOEOF 
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The eigenvalues of A are
k
1p2	 -0.546816j1.70722
f^ a
x3p4 - ij3.26511
5,6 " ±J4,3848
kl
{(
`
which agrees with those of ;A	 andB12'
fG
f
The required feedback control vector u(t) is given by
U'-2BxRX	 -^1'B	 T^ 	 Ct)	 42	 tt >	 42	 X(t)
j which can now be determined as Q	 B and R are known.
Ap
p	
.:
b	 J
f
^j
i
1
i.
C
Y.Jj
'I
ILI
(3.16)
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4, Optimal Control, of the General Canonical State Matrix Form
The procedure described in the proceeding sections considered the un-
damped state matrix in canonical form. The method can be extended to the
general form by utilizing the algebraic theory in Chapters 2 and 5. Con-
sider the damped matrix
0	 Y
A .^
	
	 (4.1)
[-K -c
where Kee"m and Cee"m with no restrictions placed on the forme of these
matt c-as, The optimal control theory can be applied to this form with some
modifications in the computational procedure.
The right and left ei,genvectors for the eigenvalue, X are given by
yj
ycj	 y	 (4.2)
and
i z+C) yj
z
cj	 (4. 3)
y^
respectively where A(Xi )ydj 0 and AT(Xj )zcj 0, The eigenprojector p^
for the eigenvector Xi is defined as
y^ zc 
y z(4.4)
z^ yci	
cj cj
t
where ycj , and zcj denote the unnormali'zed eigenvectors and the egenvectors
with the bar indicates normalized e l,.genvectors The a genvalues will occur
..	
7
i
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in complex conjugate pairs thus X21_1 will be taken as the eigenvalue in
the upper half plane with lm(A 21-1)?Q and X21 in the lower half plane.
The eigenprojectot for a pair of conjugate eigenvalues of the jth moda
P J W -^	
- T
P2- J, P2,t N yc21-1xc2i-l^c21zc2i
(4.5)
or from (4. 2) and (4 ► 3)
i
y21-ly2i-l(X2i-l'+CT)+y21y?i(21'+CT)
Pj
+CxX2i xX2i)y21-ly2i-1(X2i-11 -l)	 2iy21 (X2i
T	 T
y21-1 y21-1 + y21 y21ry
T	 T
y21 +y2 y2i'2i-ly2i-1x21-1
P2i-1+P2i-1
(4.6)
but X21
x21-1 and y21 . y21-^, 	 Thus the terms in (4.6) can be combined
if desired.	 The eigenprojector 'P^ will be a real matrix since , Ai - AP 
will be a real matrix.
Sur'^ose now that the first of modes, j - 1,2,.,..,q, are to be the
ones that are to be damped.	 It then follows that
q
PD = pii4
1 (4. 7)
L
and if P is the undamped projector, it follows that
UD
F	
PI I - PD
	
(4 . 8)
The projector P can be computed by determining the latent vectors of
D
A(X) . IX +CA+K or from the eigenvectors of A.
F	 The matrix T . S+J is needed but this can be computed from PD,_ The
,f
eigenprojector for the first q modes can also be defined in terms of the
1
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sign 'matrix S with
I	 0
p0	 (s+I) 071	 ', (4.9)
0	 0
with
E
t
14	
0
S 0_1'` (4.10) ^
$0r S	 i
where 0 is the eigenvector matrix of A. 	 To determine S+J, note that
S r 2FD-1 (4.11) k
c. ^
r	 and thus
0	 0
f	 T - S+J	 2P6-1+J	 2PA+2' (4.12)f
0 r m-
The next step in the algorithm is to find A81 which is.,the block dia-
gonal matrix that is to be damped by the optimal control strategy. 	 It can
be shown that
AHl	 All + 
Al2R^1 (4.13)
E
where A11 and Al2 are partitioned blocks of A with A11^;O'q and Al2Ce2m-a . a
These submatrices are determined directly from A. The Riccati function R21
must be found but this matrix can be obtained from PD or T.	 It can be
shown that R21 is given by
a
R2l	 ^21^11
(4.14) [l
where `^11ECgxq and 21
e
G4xq . Partitioning {4.9) and carrying out the
algebraic steps gives
r ^'
OR11
OF I
sign matrix S with
1 0
PD 2 (S+
I) . 0,-,
0 0
i
with
1	 0
S - 0	
q	
^^l r  $J
0	 -I
m" q
where 0 is the eigenvector matrix of A. To determine 5+J, note that
S • 2Pp-1	 (4, 10)
IL	
and thus
	
0	 0
S+J - 2PD-I+J . 2PD+2	 (4.11)
q -1
m-q
The next step in the algorithm is to find A81 which is the block dia-
gonal matrix that is to be damped by the optimal control strategy. It can
be shown that
ABl	 11'A'12R1.2
	
(4.12)
d	 where A11 and Al2 are partitioned blocks of A with A 11eRQXq and Al2ERgx2m-q.
These submatrices are determined directly from A. The Riccati function R21
must be 'found but
A
71
A
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11«1170120,;12021)**'^-011 (Oli-012f2l2O2l) 012022
021 (021-^22^120 21 (01 0 120 22 021 )	 011)L
thus*
R 21 P D21,p
-11
 D11	 (4.16)
and
R 12 
-P 
Dil P D12	 (4.17)
The latter matrix, R12 P is not needed unless T is sought in which case
T-1 can be written down directly with
-R12
T7 I . .1
2	 (4.18)
R21
The computhtidnal procedure for the damped system matrix is as follow:
a) Select the modes to be damped.
b) Compute the right eigenvectors for the selected modes.
c) Using the latent vectors obtained from the eigenvectors, compute
the eigenprojector for the selected modes.
d) Compute T and R
21•
e) Form the block matrix ABl -
f) Using the Laub algorithm (32] compute the algebraic Riccati solu-
tion for the control law of '-Bl'
g) Compute u(t) -0
-,' TBRX(t) and implement the control.
A
It is assumed that PDll is not singular.
P# Voncluslon
The development of a procedure for optimal control of selected modes
of a aecond-order lambda matrix has been given in this section. Although
the development has been abbreviated and dial not cover the most general
model there appears to be no significant problems for the general care. It
has been shown that the control vector for a rather small second-order
lambda matrix can be determined so that damping is added to the lowest
modes, The other modes remain undamped.
The mode decoupling procedure used with the optimal control strategy
avoids the problem of mode "spill-over". The algorithm as presented does
not give the design the option of placing system eigenvalues at desired
location although this can be achieved with some modifications to the theory
provided that the designer give up some ,restrictions on the final form of
he closed loop system matrix.
The calculations carried out in this chapter resulted from several
specific computer programs which could be combined for a general package.
Since software development is a time-consuming task, no effort was made
9
the develop such a package at this time.:
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;Appendix A
The eigenprojectors P 	 ecxM,as defined in (3.2)cani,mi-k-1 be obtain-
ad from
kim	 (k)	 m q +i
pi'mii WR{kl d^) I (A-^i)	
^ i	 (,71I-J) l] }WL
sa
(A.1)
I
k	 0,1,... ,mi qi
h
where WR and WL are the right and left eigenvector matrices. 	 The inverse k
of (XI-J) is given by
^.
-1(aI-J1) ?
(ilI-J2)-1
-1 (A.2) _x
'	 (al-Jr)-1
M xm
where Jiec i	 i is the Jordan block associated with the eigenvalue X i of
multiplicity mi .	 For a defective matrix, the Jordan block J i can have the x
4 following structure
fir+,
q -1
r
i
^
(A.3)
qi-1	 !	 ^,. mi-qi+l 6
l
.
_ mi - q
i+l '	 7
:j
l."
d-1
m 1
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A
Where qi
 is the number of pri •nary eigenvectors and 
mi-gi the number of Sena
erali.zed eigenvectors associated with a i . It follows that W-Ji)-1 is
given by
(^I-Ji) 1 •
(A•4)
The bracketed term of (A.l) for (XI-Ji) given
q
m   i
f	 m- +1
	
m-q
9i (al-Ji ) -1 •	 (^-^i) i i	
m -q
IM
(a-^i) i i	 1
q
y V	 (A.5)
i	 It is not difficult to evaluate (A.1) for k 0 9 1 0 .00 9m gi. The eigenpro
*ijector Pi 
m	
is then given byi- 
qis
r
p	 1	
r
0	 U
x	 ^
u
	
^	 a
P ,mi-qi WR	 ^•.	 j	 W^ WR sh:F'i^ID _q WL	 (A.6)
0	 (	 i i
^- - - - -
	 - -0 i -
L	 0
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i
0
Il
1
p1,0	 WR
1
l	 I WL r WR sh F1,0 WL (A. 7)
I
0„
The shifting matrices are important in computing eigenprojectors of a
matrix provided that the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are known along with
the multiplicity of each eigenvalue and the degeneracy of each Jordan Block.
f
r	
j
i
3
{
as
4
n
{
¢	 }	 i
4	 "^
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APPENDIX B
i^
The Kronecker product is a useful mathematical tool for systems theory
I	 and can be defined as follows. Let Apx, and Brxt then the Kronecker product
l	 AQB is
4
{
#I i	 allB	 a12B	 alq
1
AxB^ a21$O	 B.1
j	 Ii
€	 ^p1B	
ap9B
An excellent treatment of Kronecker algebra has been given by Brewer [14J.
If the matrices N, M , C	 and D	 are considered the following pro
nxn mxm qxs	 tXX
perties are of interest in this paper:
i) (NQM) -1 N 1 G)M l
ii) (A QB) (C (DD) (AC) 0 (BD)	 (B.2)
d
_,	 s
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